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Ab tract 
In view of Young's equation, in which the contact angle "G" and the liquid surface 
ten Ion y" are the only measurable parameters, the contact angle has been widely 
concclvcd as a themlOdynamic quantity. ccordingly "G " has been the main focus of 
most theoretical and e 'perimental investigations. The rate of change in the contact angle 
has been commonly used as the relevant parameter of spreading dynamics in spite of 
difficulties associated with contact angle measurements that are well recognized in the 
literature. Considering that the velocity of the contact line is the pertinent quantity [or 
preading, it is therefore reasonable to regard the change in the contact area as the flu.x of 
the process. It is only recently that a rational link has been made between the contact 
angle and the contact area using spherical cap approximation. We have introduced a new 
measuring parameter for wettability based on the liquid/solid contact area. The tem1 
"contact ratio" has been coined to denote the new parameter. The contact ratio is defined 
as the ratio of the spreading contact area between liquid and the solid surface to the 
surface area of the spherical drop before spreading. Measurements of low-rate dynamic 
contact radius and low-rate dynamic contact angles for various liquid/solid systems were 
carried out using the ADSA-P technique. The liquid drop volume and solid/liquid contact 
radius were also measured simultaneously. Subsequently, the contact ratio is determined. 
The theoretical relation between the contact ratio and the contact angle is based on 
spherical cap approximation. The results show that even with a high alue of contact 
angle, there is a good agreement between the theoretical relation and the experimental 
values. Since the contact angle is well recognized as a wettability parameter because of 
its unique value, hence the contact ratio may also be considered as a wettability 
b tract IV 
parameter for its umque value of a specific system. Therefore, contact ratio can be 
presented as a ne\ concept m measunng wettability alternative to contact angle. 
Moreover, contact ratio may provide a more precise measure of wettability than contact 
angle. 
The spreading kinetics (in term of dynamic contact ratio) of different viscosity 
(100 cP, 500 cP, 1000 cP, 10 000 cP) silicon oils (PDMS) on three different solid 
surfaces, namely soda-lime glass, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) , and polystyrene 
(PS) have been studied. A fixed liquid volume of 1.5 ilL was used. The kinetics 
measurements of silicon oils with various viscosities were compared with theoretical 
models presented by Diez et al. (1994) and Chebbi (2000). The results show that 
Chebbi's model fits the experimental data better than that of the Diez et al. model. The 
results show for the spreading kinetics of silicon oils with various viscosities on the same 
type of solid surface, that the lower the liquid viscosity, the faster the spreading. Overall, 
the results suggested that as the silicon oil viscosity increases, the viscous force becomes 
more effective where the liquid-solid intermolecular fore seems do not have effect on the 
kinetics of spreading. As silicon oil viscosity decreases, other spreading forces, especially 
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h apter 1 :  I n trod uct ion and lite ra t u re Re\ ie" 2 
1.1 Introduction 
Wett ing i the term u ed t de cribe al l  phenomena \\ hich il1\ ohe contacts between 
pha es, f \\ hI h at least t\\ are Ouid. Figure 1 . 1  hows \\ etting system that consi t of a 





Fig!.]  chematic of \\Ctt ing  ystem. 
These phases should be reach to equi l ibrium state that is  control led by their own 
energies. Hence, when a drop of (pure) l iquid rests on the fl at surface of  a (pure) solid 
,with an influence of gravit} , the shape is not a simple spherical lens but is determined by 
a balance beh een the l iquid-vapor Ylv, solid-vapor Ysv, and solid-l iquid Ysl interfacial 
energy densities ( interfac ial tensions). The relation between the three interfacial energies is  
defined by Young's equat ion: 
Y" cos By = Yn - y" ( 1 . 1 ) 
Young"s equat ion was introduced in 1 805 (Young, 1 805) .  It relates the three interfacial 
energies \\ ith an angle called contact angle, 8y, which is  described in deta i l  in the next 
section. 
h apter I :  I nt rod uct ion a n d  literat u re Re\ ic" 
1.2 Ba ic definition and relation of wetting phenomena 
1 .2 . 1 ontact angle 
3 
nlact angle «(J) i an important parameter in urface cience; for the o l id-l iquid-
\ apOllr y tem (Figure 1 .2 )  it i defined geometrically a the angle formed bet\ \een the 
lid l iquid interfac ial l ine and the tangent l ine to the l iquid/ apour interface, at the droplet 
edge \ \here the l iquid come in contact with the o l id urface. Experimentally, \ \hen a 
l iquid me in contact \ , ith a sol id and another pha e, i t  is usually obser ed that the 
onta t angle d e not reach its equi l ibrium alue instantaneously except for 10\ v i scosit) 
l iquid uch a \ \ater. The ame i s  true when a l iquid in contact with a sol id is  displaced . 
Therefore, one hould d i  t ingui h between ad ancing and reced ing contact angles ( ee 
e t ion 1 .2 . 8 . 1  ) .  





F ig. l .2 chematic of sessi le-d rop contact angle 
Contact angle is in general used as a measure of wettabi lty i .e .  the abil ity of  a 
l iquid to spread over the solid surface. Contact angle plays an important role in many 
important fields including composites and polymers (Adamson, 1997), adhesives (Ash leya 
et aI. , 2003), biological processes (Neinhuis and Barthlott, 1997), biomedical appl icat ions 
(Kasemo, 2002; Ash leya et aI . ,  2003), coatings (Adamson, 1997), o i l  recovery (Adamson, 
I 
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1 997; Drummond and I raelach i i i ,  2002). and different environmental and engineering 
applicalton ( a a, 2003 ). more pecific applicat ion for the mea ured contact angle i to 
calcu late the interfacIal ten'ion (interface energie ) of the sOl id-phase interfaces of the 
\'vetting )stem (K\\ ok, 1 99 ) .  
1 .2 .2  u rface free energy and su rface tension, r 
urface ten ion i a property of ) iquid-ga interface. The surface tension acts along 
the urface and tend to minimize it area. Its unit is force per length. When an area, A, of a 
new urface is created, work, W, must be done. urface free energy is then defined as the 
ratio W ; its dimension is then energy per area. The dimensions of surface tension and 
urface energy are therefore identical .  In this study, the symbol r represents both the 
surface tension and the surface free energy, and the two tenns are treated as equivalent. 
Analogous to the urface tension and surface free energy of liquid-gas or solid-gas 
surfaces, the tenns interfacial tension or interfacial free energy may be used in the case of 
interfaces between condensed phases (Myers, 1 999). 
Interfacial energies or surface tension are very important parameters in many fields 
of technology. Due to the lack of mobi l ity of the molecules in  solid surfaces, solid surface 
tensions cannot be measured directly. Several independent approaches have been used to 
estimate the sol id surface energy, including:-
1. Contact angle measurements (Fowkes, 1 964; Zisman, 1 964; van Oss et a I ., 1 988) .  
2.  Direct force measurements ( Detjagui n  et a I . ,  1 980; Pashley et  aI ., 1 988 ;  Fogden 
and White, 1 990) .  
3. Fi lm flotation ( Fuerstenau et a I . ,  1 990) 
4. Sedimentation of particles (Vargha-Butler et a I . ,  1 987) 
5. Sol idification front interaction with particles (Chen et aI . ,  1 977) 
I 
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6. radlent theory ( uenneur et aI . ,  1 9  5). 
5 
7. Lifshitz theol} of van der Waals force ( lsraelachvi l i ,  1 972; \ an ies en et a I ., 
1 997).  
Theory of molecular interactions ( u I J ivan, 19 1 ;  Matyu hoy and chmid, 1 996). 
Among the e approache , researcher consider the contact angle measurement 
approach to be exp rimental ly the simple t and the most straightforward. 
1 .2 .3 Zisman p l o t  and c rit ical  s u rface energy 
This approach wa developed by Zisman at the Naval Research Laboratory 
(Zi man, 1 964). The plot is made by plotting the cosine of the contact angle (cos 8) versus 
the surface free energy of various wetting liquids on a given sol id.  The resulting plot is a 
straight l ine. Thu , there exi ts some unique value for each sol id where the cosine of the 
contact angle is unity (8 = 0) .  This value is tenned the cri tical surface free energy of the 
sol id.  The tenn "critical" is used because any liquid on the Zisman plot whose surface 
tension is greater than the "critical surface tension" makes a fini te contact angle with the 
substrate, i .e. a l iquid with surface free energy below the critical value wi l l  wet and spread 
over the solid surface, whereas a l iquid with surface energy above the critical value might  
wet but wil l  not  spread .  
I n  F igure 1 .3 ( asa, 2003 ), the Zisman plot is divided into three regions: a "Non­
wetting" region, where the angle between l iquid and solid is equal or greater than 90°, a 
"Wetting" region, where the angle between the l iquid and the solid is greater than 0° and 
less than 90°, and a "Complete spreading" region where the contact angle is equal to 0°. 
The l ine separating the "Wetting" region and the "Complete spreading" region is cal led the 
"critical surface energy" of sol id .  F igure 1 .4 (Shaw, 1 992) shows a Zisman plot for a 
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variet) of l iquid \\ ett ing Teflon . Zi man crit ical urface energ) for Teflon l id equals 20 
m 1m . 
ritical urfacc energ) value are u eful empirical va lue that characterize re lat ive 
degree· f urface energ) of 01 id sub trate ( ha\\ , 1 992). Using the concept of critical 
urface energ) , it i po ible to characterize a \ v  ide variet) of polymer and correlate the 
critical urface energy \\ ith polymer tructure. Fluorinated material have low values of 
crit ical urface energy. H) drogenated material, uch as polyethylene and polyprop) lene, 
have l i ghtl} higher alue . For other ub-st ituents (CI, 0, ), the critical surface free 
energ) i a l ittle h igh r ( hm , 1 992) .  From the critical surface energy data just given, 
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Fig 1 .4 Zisnam plot o f  con tact  angle  o f  \ a rious homologous serie on Teflon ( Po l  tetrafluoroeth l ene)  
a t  2 0°C ( haw, (992)  . , n-al ka n e  ; 0, other hydroca rbon ; .,  e ters and ethers; 0 ,  ba locarbons and 
b a lobydrocarbon ; ., d i fferent l iqu ids  
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1 .2.4 Young' equat i on 
The most important and central equation for \\ ettabiJ it) tud ie is Young' equation 
(Young, 1805). \\ hich is \\ e l l  e tab l i  hed therm dy namical l) ( iat ije\ ic, 1969: 1yer , 
1999) Young equati n (Eqn 1 . 1), tated in ect ion 1. 1, relates the three interfacial tensions 
and the contact angle in a ol id-l iqu id-vap r )- tern. 
Based on Young' equation we can define f}y by the mechan ical equ i librium of the 
l iqu id drop under the action of interfacial tension as hm n in F igure 1.5 .  Young's 
equation impl ies a single and a unique contact angle for a spec ific vapour-liquid-solid system. 
8y= Young contact Angle 
Vapour 
liquid d_r..;op ___ -!. ____ • •  • 
Solid surface Ysv 
Fig 1 .5 chematic of t h e  mechanical  definit ion o f  You n g's eq uat ion .  Horizonta l  bala nce of forces: 
You n g  s equation y \ = Y L + YL\ cos 9 
Wett ing can be defined by the contact angle alue; 8 = 0 for complete wetting, 
0<8<90 for part ia l ly wett ing and 90 �8<180 for non wett ing (F igure 1.6). 
a b c 
e 
F ig 1.6 chematic of  a) complete wett ing, 9 = 0 b )  partia l ly wett ing, 0<9<90 and c) non wetting, 
90�9<1 80 
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Young s equation ( Eqn 1 . 1 )  contain only two mea urable parameter , the hquid­
vapour l I1 terfaclal ten ' ion y" and the contact angle tho In order to determine YS\·. Y51, an 
additional relations hould be l I1 \ ol\ ed ( eumann et al . , 1 974 ) 
Becau e y. \ . Y51 and y" are con idered a thermodynamic properties of th sol id­
l iquid-\ ap ur y terns, -<quation l . 1  implie that there i only one unique value for the 
contact angle for the pecific solid-l iquid-vapour system. However, experimentally it  is  
difficult to have one unique value for the contact angle of a spec ific solid-liquid-vapour 
y tern becau e, ba ed on Young's  equation derivation, certain restriction were imposed 
on the olid urface. The solid surface should be characterized as ( Budziak, 1 992; Kwok, 
1 99 ; Lam, 200 1 )  
1 .  mooth 
2. Homogenou 
3. Rigid 
4. Non-deformable, and 
5.  Inert with re pect to the l iquid used 
I n  practice, no sol id  exhibits all these attributes and al l  solid surfaces usually have 
defects l ike roughness and heterogeneity. Therefore, the measured contact angle for a 
specific system can attain d ifferent values based on how the experiment is performed. In 
general ,  i t  has been found that the experimental ly measured contact angle may or may not 
be equal to the true contact angle (Young's contact angle) (Neumann, 1 974; Kwok, 1 998) .  
The real sy tern has a range of contact angles; the contact angle found by the 
ad\anc ing liquid 8a (upper value) and that found by a receding l iquid 8r ( lower value), 
which are not identica l .  early a l l  sol id surfaces such behavior, which is  called hysteresis 
(H) :  
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( 1 .2) 
Ba ed n the pre\ iOli di cu ion, one might ay that not al l experimental measured 
contact angle are equal to (h ( K\\ ok, 1 99 ) and that the contact angle phenomena are 
compl icated ( eumann, 1 97 4; Marmur, 1 996; K\\ ok, 1 99 ) .  The contact angle 
phenomenon ari e from various complexitie in the experimental measurements. everal 
model have been employed to gain a deeper understanding of the thermodynamic status 
of contact angles ( see ection 1 .4) .  
1 .2 .5 Droplet Laplace p ressure 
The Capil lary phenomena \ \ere studied in the early part of the 1 9th century (Yang et 
aL 2002). Capi l lary phenomena can be defined quantitati ely in terms of surface tension. 
urface tension make the urface of a l iquid, act as an elastic cover, which minimizes the 
surface area of liquid 0 a to minimize the energy of the fluidic system minimal .  
I t  is commonly theorized that capi l lary forces balanced by viscous resistance are 
the sole forces acting in the spreading process. The existing continuum-based kinetics 
models relate the rate of spreading to surface tension and viscosity; both are properties of 
the l iquid. Nevertheless, a liquid droplet in equi l ibrium on a solid substrate is a system 
governed by the three energies defined by the Young's equation. As the contact l ine moves 
towards equ i l ibrium viscous dissipation processes control i ts rate. The pressure across the 
l iquid-vapour interphase is considered as the driving force. The droplet is a curved surface 
reservoir whose pressure i s  determined by the surface tension 'Y and the radius of 
curvature, as shown in  F igure 1 .7 in accordance with Laplace-Young equation, i .e .  
tlp = 2y 
P 
( l .3 )  
where tl p  i s  the pressure across the surface, 'Y i s  the surface tension o f  the liquid· p i s  the 
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rad iu of curvature. The radiu of curvature een In Figure 1 . 7  
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Fig 1 .7 The You n g-Laplace equa t ion e lement  
J J 
related t the contact 
( 1 .4 ) 
It hould be mentioned that Equat ion 1.4 val id only for spherical cap shape of 
liquid drop. Thus the direct relation between pressure at  the surface and contact rad ius ReI 
\\ hich can be mea ured experimental ly, can be given as:  
( 1 .5)  
According to Alteraifi and Moet (2004) it is imperative to note that as the contact 
area increases, the radius of cur ature increases giving rise to a corresponding lessening of 
the Laplace pressure, v.hich amounts to a continual decrease in the driving force. 
Consequently, the spreading must cease to grow when the driving component can no 
longer 0 ercome i ts resistance. The l atter is obviously dictated by the specific nature of the 
l iqu id/sol id pair. 
Laplace's equation describes the pressure inside a drop because its surface is 
curved. We can describe capil lary pressure where there IS no grav ity effect as the 
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difference between the pre 'ure for the non-\ ettlOg  pha e and the pres ure for the wetting 
pha 'e 
2y cos O 
P \\ p\\ = -'---
p 
( 1.6) 
Where Pt the capil lary pres ure P 'W i the pres ure of the non-\\etting pha e, 
p\\ i the pre ure f the wetting phase. The di fference in pressure is related to the 
interfacial tensi n and as interfacial tension increa es, the capi l lary pre sure increases. 
1 .2 .6 The p reading coefficient  S 
It is some time u eful  to define a tem1 other than contact angle to indicate from the 
themlodynamic point of view whether a given l iquid-sol id system wi l l  be a wetting system 
(8 = 0) or not (8 > 0). uch a term is the spreading coefficient, S. 
preading coeffi ient, S, is defined as the free energy change per unit area of the 
preading of a l iquid film on the solid or as a free energy difference between a bare solid, 
directly in contact with the vapour and a solid covered by a flat, thick l iquid layer. The free 
energy of the spreading process should be negative in order for i t  to happen spontaneously. 
The relation hip for the spreading coefficient can be written, in terms of surface free 
energies, and is defined for a solid-liquid-vapour system (Myers, 1 999) as: 
S L S = r SI' - (r LV + r SL ) = r sv - r LV - r SL ( 1 .7 )  
where the subscript S[  s refers to the spreading coefficient for the system, and Y5" YI\, Ysl 
refer to the solid-vapour, l iqu id-vapour; solid-liquid interfacial energy respectively. For 
complete spreading (8 =0), S should equal zero, otherwise (S<O) incomplete spreading wil l  
occur (8 > 0). 
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1 . 2 .7  L ine ten i on 
Line ten IOn an be defined a the force acting in the one-dimen i nal three-ph a e 
contact line, or as the free energy per unit length f the contact l ine of the three phases 
(B nn ka and eumann, 1 977; Budziak, 1 992), or, a "a certain linear ten ion" at the 
three-pha e l ine ( mirfazlia and eumann, 2004). L ine tension con iderations are very 
important in measuring accurate contact angles. A hown below, the effect of l ine tension 
i to increa e the contact angle for drops below a certain drop diameter. For that reason, to 
mea ure contact angle that are free of l ine tension effects, either the l ine tension 
magnitude ha to be known a priori, or the experimental conditions must be chosen so that 
the l ine tension has no effect. Line tension effect on contact angle is described by the so 
called Modified Young Equation (Boruvka and Neumann, 1 977; Budziak, 1 992; Amirfazl i ,  
200 1 )  
YLI cos B = Isv - ISL - a- KgS ( l .8) 
\\ here a is the line ten ion and Kgs is the geodesic curvature of the three-phase line ( local 
curvature of the three-phase contact l ine in the plane of the sol id phase). For a 
axisymmetric sessile drop the curvature of the three-phase l ine in the Modified Young 
Equation wil l  be: 
K = � 
gs R 
( 1 .9) 
where R is  the base radius of the three-phase contact radius.  Thus Equation 1 . 8 can be 
reduced to: 
a­
Yu cos B = lSI' - ISL - ­R ( 1 . 1 0) 
When R � 00 ,  Equation 1 . 1 0  will  be replaced by the c lassical Young' s  equation (Eqn. 1 . 1 ) : 
Y cos By = Isv - lsi I. ( 1 . 1 1 )  
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mbining EquatIOn 1 I I  and 1 . 1 0  yield 
0-
c O co O} - -
r , R 
( 1 . 1 2 )  
quation I 1 2  1I1di ate that the mea ured c ntact angle wil l  vary \\ ith the size of 
the drop, or more accurately, \\ ith the radiu [ the three-phase contact area ( R). The 
sIgnificance of quation 1 . 1 2  i that the l ine tension can be determined from an 
experimental tudy of the drop size dependence of contact angles. Ba ed on Equation 1 . 1 2, 
only the contact angle of large drops drops should be measured. 
1 .2 .8  Parameter that  affect  s p readi n g  
The l iquid spreading phenomenon is  affected by many parameters, such as 
temperature, evaporation rate, roughness and heterogeneity of the surface, and 
c hemical effects. 
1 .  T h e  effect of temperatu re 
Influence of the temperature on the contact angle of partial ly wetting drops was 
studied by de Ruij ter et al ( 1 998) .  they reported that the contact angle decreases as 
temperature increases, as shown in Figure 1 . 8 (Ruij ter et a1. 1 998) for squalane on PTE. 
According to Young s equation (Eqn 1 . 1 ), the contact angle value depends mainly on the 
surface energy of the solid and the surface tension of the l iquid.  The surface tension of the 
l iquid decreases with increasing temperature (de Ruij ter et a I . ,  1 998) .  For example, the 
surface tension of squalane decreases significantly with temperature as shown in the Figure 
1 .9 (de Ruij ter et a I . ,  1 998). 
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Fig 1 .9 show t he cha nge of u rface tensio n of squa lane  ". jth increase tempera t u re ( d e  R u ijter et a i, 
1 998) 
For a solid surface energy is a function of temperature (Zhao et a i . ,  2004, Hall et 
a I . ,  1 987) .  In general the effect of temperature increase can be an increase or decrease in 
the surface free energy of the solid which is calculated by Owens-Wendt geometric mean 
approach (Zhao et a I . ,  2004) .  
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I I . Effect of e\ aporatioll rate of l iqu id  
1 6  
One \\ uld expect the evaporation procc s of liquid droplet to h,l\ e been de cribed 
man) ycar ago. 10 ,t ludic of l iquid drop spreading ha\ e focused on the nonvolatile 
l IqUid e '  i l e  drop 11 r their implic ity in tenn of b th the experimental mea urements 
and the the rehcal analy i . The contact angle i affected by thennal radiation incident 
upon a droplet that cau e l iquid evaporation ( handra et a l .  1 996; van den Doel et aI, 
1 999). 
\ hi le, the occurren e of liquid evaporation is ine itable for atmospheric humidity 
Ie than 1 00% the effect of evaporation on spreading and the contact angle become very 
important for a more complete understanding of these processes (Zhang and hao, 200 1 ;  
hao and Zhang, 200 1 ). I f  the contact angle hysteresis is large contact angle decreases 
continuously during droplet evaporation, while the diameter of the wetted region under the 
droplet remains con tant, a hown in Figure 1 . 1 0  and Figure 1 . 1 1 which i l lustrate the 
behavior of a \ ater droplet ( handra et a l . ,  1 996; rafton and Black, 2004).  
On the contrary, some underlying principles of the dynamic  process of evaporation 
have just recently been published (van den Doel et a l . ,  1 999). It seems that during the 
evaporation of a l iquid droplet, the l iquid at the edge of the droplet is "pinned" to the 
underlying surface. This pinning prevents the droplet from shrinking. This implies that the 
footprint of the droplet remains constant . The evaporated l iquid at the edge is replenished 
by l iquid from the bulk of the droplet. This means that there is a flow of l iquid moving 
towards the edge of the droplet. I f  the l iquid droplet contains particles, as in a droplet of 
coffee, these particles will be transported outwards by the flow. F inally, when all the liquid 
has evaporated, the (coffee) particles wil l  fonn a ring of stain (van den Doel et aI . ,  1 999). 
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Fig .  1 . 1 0  equence of " ater d roplet o n  a n  a lu  m i n u  m u rface at  60° C (C rafton a n d  Black, 2004) 
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Fig. 1 . 1 1 o r ma l ized height for \\ ater droplets at 60° C on (a)  a n  a l u m in u m  surface a n d  (b)  a copper 
urface (Crafton and Black, 2004) 
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I I I . hemical effect 
sing the concept of crit ical surface energy. it is possible to characterize a wide 
v..triety of polymer and correlate the critical surface energy \vith polymer tructure.  Lower 
surface energy polymer have weakly interacting atom in the backbone, whereas high 
\ ulue' ari e from strong interactions in polar material ( chlangen, 1 996). 
hemicul compo ition and molecular structure depend on side groups, secondary 
bonding force , cohesive-energy density, chain branching, entanglements and cross­
lmking. urface free energy varies widely with the types of functional groups at the surface. 
For hydrophobic surfaces, free energy decrease in the order - CH2 > - H3 > - CF2 > -
F2H > - F3 (Balkenende, 1 998) .  
Also. free electrons, ions, metastables, radicals and UV generated in plasma regions 
can impact a surface with energies sufficient to break the molecular bonds on the surface 
of most substrates. 11,is creates very reactive free radicals on the polymer surface. These 
free radicals can foml, cross-link, or in the presence of oxygen react rapidly to form 
various chemical functional groups on the substrate surface (Website 2) .  
Polar functional groups which can form and enhance bondabi l i ty include carbonyl 
(C=O), carboxyl (HOOC), hydroperoxide (HOO-), and hydroxyl (HO-) groups. Even small 
amounts of reactive functional groups incorporated into polymers can be highly beneficial 
to improving surface characteristics and wettabi l ity (Website 2). 
IV. Contact angle hysteresis 
Young's equation assumes that the solid surface is smooth, homogeneous, rigid, 
and i t  should also be chemical ly  and physically inert with respect to the liquids to be 
employed. Ideal ly, according to Young' s  equation, a unique contact angle is expected for a 
given system. In a real system, however, two reproducible contact angles can be measured 
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experimental ly on a sol Id  urface. One of the e contact angles I called the advancing 
contact angle, Oa and It i produced by the advancing liquid over the olid urface. The 
other is cal led the receding c ntact angle, Or, and is produced by l iquid receding over the 
solid -urface . The difference between the advancing and receding contact angles ha been 
defined as the contact angle hy teresis. 
( 1 . 1 3) 
In practice, a l l  real solid surfaces exhibit contact angle hysteresis. Because of the 
ex) tence of contact angle hy teresis, contact angle interpretation in terms of Young's 
equation is arguable. Wenzel ( 1 936) was the first to recognize that Young' s  equation might 
not be a universal equi l ibrium condition because the physical interaction between the 
l iquids and the solid surfaces. 
Although contact angle hysteresis has been recognized for at least 1 00 years, the 
underlying causes and its origins are not completely understood. Several studies have 
attributed contact angle hysteresis to surface roughness (Ol iver and Mason, 1 980), 
heterogeneity (Marmur, 1 994; Decker and Garoff, 1 996), and deformation of the solid 
surface eumann, 1 974; Li, 1 99 1 ). The latter cause of hysteresis can be eliminated by 
appropriately selecting l iquid-solid combinations such that the l iquid does not deform the 
solid, e ither mechanical ly or chemical ly ( Budziak, 1 992 ). 
A. The effect of surface roughnes 
The earliest and sti l l  most useful correlation that correlates the observed contact 
angle of a l iquid over sol id to the roughness of the sol id is Wenze l ' s  ( 1 936) relationship 
which offers a thermodynamics relationship .  
( 1 . 1 4) 
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where R" I defined as the surface roughne factor, the ratio of the true and the apparent 
urface area of the solid (Figure 1 . 1 2 ) .  If the apparent contact angle i B' , R" can be 
defined b) (Lee and Patankar, 2004) :  
cos e 
co e'  ( 1 . 1 5 )  
quation 1 . 1 5  may be taken as a fundamental definition of the effect of surface 
roughnes on \\ ett ing and spreading phenomena. Based on Equation 1 . 1 5 , if the "intrensic" 
contact angle of a l iquid i Ie s than 90 on a mooth solid surface, the apparent contact 
angle wi l l  be mal ler on a rough one. For a intrensic contact angle larger than 90° on 
mooth solid surface, on rough one the apparent contact angle \Vi I I  be larger i .e. for 8 < 
90°, 8' < 0; for 8 >  90°, 8' > 8 .  The previous conclusion has a great impact on practice; the 
preceding relationships indicate that if a liquid partially wets a surface, better wetting may 
re ul t  i f  the surface i s  roughened. On the other hand, if  surface wetting is not preferred and 
a contact angle is larger than 90°, the situation can be improved by roughening the solid 
surface. 
R" = I means a smooth surface which is essential ly nonexistent. Highly polished 
surfaces usually have Rw � 1 . 5 ( Myers, 1 999) .  Even the geometry of the roughness has no 
meaning from a thermodynamic standpoint. However, the type of surface topography may 
carry certain practical consequences. If the surface has pores, capi l laries, crevices, or other 
types of structure, the apparent contact angle value is affected by the thermodynamics and 
kinetics associated with the type of topography structure (Myers, 1 999; Zografi and 
Johnson, 1 984). 
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Fig 1 . 1 2 : The a ppa rent contact angle  of a l iqu id  on a u rface may d iffer from tha I  e\: pected, the  true  
(a)  contact angle, (b)  d u e  to o l id  u rfa ce roughne 
B. The effect of u rface heterogeneity 
In pra tice, it i d ifficult  to find homogenous solid surfaces. Whether metals, 
poly mers or mineral , surfaces are usually non homogenous. They are u ually composed of 
t\\ O or more d ifferent material that differ from each other in their interfacial propert ies 
energ} ), thu ho\\ ing heterogeneous characteri tic. A chemically heterogeneous surface 
contains domain of d ifferent surface free energy. Heterogeneous domains are usual ly very 
mall relative to the ize of the l iquid drop used in the measurement of the contact angle, so 
it \\ i l l  not be easy to distingui h between the influence of the di fferent domains on the 
contact angle (Turunen, 2004) .  
Cassie and Baxter ( 1 944) analyzed the smooth composite solid surfaces with 
varying degree of heterogenety. For the two components (a and b), Cassie ( 1 948) derived 
an equat ion to describe the contact angle change 
( I .  1 6) 
\\ here fa is the fraction area of  material ' a '  that has intrinsic contact angle ea, fb is the 
fract ion area of material ' b' that has intrinsic contact angle eb, and where fb= I -fa. 
Theoretical ly, i f  the contact angles of  a test l iquid on one of the homogenous 
surfaces are known, then the composition of a composite surface can be determined from a 
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contact angle mea urement. Equation 1 . 1 6  can be reduced to the a ie-Baxter equation 
for a porou urfacc ( a ie and Baxter, 1 944) :  
1 . 1 7) 
\vhere f2 is the fraction of open area (porosity). 
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1 .3 Tec h n i q u e  fo r mea u r i n g  c o n tact  a n u l e  
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This ectlOn outline a number of techniques that ha\ e been u ed for the 
mea urement of contact angle. The choice of method for mea uring the contact angle 
depend on several factors: 1 )  the geometry of the ystem, for example, the imp lest 
configuration \\ here the contact angle can be readily mea ured i the flat plate .  Other 
configurations, l ike the inner surface of a capi l lary tube, porous substrates, biological 
urfaces, fibres, and p \ der have geometries for which contact angle are not easi ly 
mea ured; 2 )  the particu lar configuration of the sample; 3)  the required accuracy; 4)  cost 
and 5 )  time con traints. A survey of techniques for measuring contact angles is found in  
the reference ( eumann and Good, 1 972). 
1 .3 . 1  Direct measurement of contact  angle fro m  p rofiles 
The easiest and the most obvious and commonly used method of measuring contact 
angles involve direct measurement of the profile of a l iquid drop (Figure 1 .6) on a plane 
solid surface. In this technique a tangent is a l igned with the l iquid at the point of contact 
where the l iquid meets with the sol id .  This can be done on a projected image, or 
photographs can be taken and then the angle can be directly measured with a protractor or 
using a telescope equipped with a goniometer eyepiece. This technique does not require a 
knowledge of the density and surface tension of the l iquid, it employs relatively simple 
instruments. The solid surface does not have a large area and the required amount of the 
liquid i s  smal l .  The measurement with a goniometer is performed in a short time frame, a 
single measurement usually taking less than 2 minutes. However, the results are subjective 
and operator dependent. I t  is commonly c laimed that the accuracy of this method at best is 
± 2° (Budziak, 1 992). However, it is general ly the most convenient method if high 
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accuracy I S not required or \\ hen quick preliminary mea ur ment are taken prior to actual 
mea urement with a more accurate techntque ( eumann and Good, 1 972; Budziak, 1 992). 
1 .3 .2  Axi  ymmetric Drop hape Analy i (AD A )  
This i an indirect method to find the ontact angle o f  the liquid based on the shape 
of a e i le drop. By u ing this contact angle technique, besides contact angle, l iquid 
urface tension, surface area of the liquid drop, volume of the l iquid drop, and the contact 
radius of the l iquid drop on the solid surface can also be measured. 
The hap of the drop is governed by the known Laplace equation of capil larity, 
\\ hich de cribes the equi l ibrium condition for two homogeneous fluids separated by an 
interface. The Laplace equation represents the mechanical equil ibrium condition between 
h\-'O opposing force , gravity force and surface tension force, imposed on h\lo fluid phases 
eparated by a curved phase. The force of gravity tries to pul l  down the drop, and the 
surface tension force tends to make the drop spherical : 
where R 1and R2 are the principal radii of curvature, p is the density difference across the 
liquid-vapour interface, g is  the acceleration of gravity, z is  the ordinate of a point of the 
l iquid at interface at which the principal radii of curvature are RI and R2,  and i1P is the 
pressure difference or the capi l lary pressure. The interfacial tension can be determined by 
numerical integration of Equation 1 . 1 8. This technique was developed at the University of 
Toronto by Rotenberg ( 1 983 ) .  
Thi technique fits the Laplace equation of capi l larity to  an arbitrary number of 
coordinate points from the profile of a drop (Spelt , 1 985 ;  Cheng, 1 990; Amirfazl i  200 1 )  
The required inputs are: a) the profiles of the sessile drop, b)  the local gravity constant and 
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c) the den I l les of the tw fluid . The advantages of thi technique are : a )  i t  is applicable to 
all axi ymmetnc l iquid-fluid interface , b) it is independent of the ski l l  and experience of 
the operator and c) I t is automated u mg c mputer ba ed imaging technology or digital 
image analysl to acqU Ire the profile coordinate points of drops ( heng, 1 990) . .  
1 .  Axi  ym metric Drop bape A n a ly i -Profi le (AD A-P) 
The AD -P technique involves constructing a function that expresses the 
deviation of the ob en'ed profile, of the l iquid drop on the solid surface, from a theoretical 
curve that ati fies the Laplace equation of capi l larity, Equation 1 . 1 8 . If  the force of the 
gra ity i the only  external force affecting the l iquid drop, then �P can be expre sed as: 
( 1 . 1 9) 
shO\vn in Figure 1 . 1 3 , i f  the origin of  the coordinate system is placed at the apex 
point of the drop and the x-axis is the tangent axis to the origin and nonnal to the axis of 
symmetry, Equation 1 . 1 9  can be expressed as:  
1 sin ¢ r 
r [- + -] = 2 - + (tlp) g z 
RI X Ro 
( 1 .20) 
As shown in F igure 1 . 1 3 , R I turns in  the plane of the paper R2= xfsin ¢ rotates in 
the plane nonnal to the plane of the paper and a bout the axis of symmetry and � is the 
radius of curvature at the origin, ¢ is the turning angle measured to interface at (x,z) and 
the horizontal p lane through the same point (x,z) and represents the contact angle at the 
point where the liquid touches the solid surface .  The interface can be described by the 
meridian section because the drop is axisymmetric ( K  wok, 1 998) .  If the interface is 
expressed a : 
U = U(X, z)  ( 1 .2 1  ) 
The meridian curve can be expressed by: 
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x = x( ) :: = z( ) ( 1 .22) 
where s i the arc length parameter mea ured from the origin. quation 1 .20 (Laplace 
equat IOn) can be parameterized and the re ult are a fol low 
dx 
- = co ¢ 
ds 
dz 
d i n ¢ 
d ¢ 2 ( p)g s in ¢ - = - + z - --
ds Ro r x 
x(O) = ::(0) = ¢(O) = 0 
( 1 .23 ) 
( l .24) 
( 1 .25) 
( l .26) 
By integrating Equations 1 .23 - 1 .26 simultaneously, the theoretical profi le of the 
drop i matched with the experimental drop profile, where the previous is calculated with 
the surface tension a one of the variable parameters. 
et of arbitrary but accurate coordinate points from drop profile is one of the 
required inputs, and this procedure has been automated by Cheng et a l  ( 1 983) by 
development an automated system to acquire coordinates of any number of the points a 
long the meridian profile of the drop using digital image analysis. To locate the meridian 
profile for an experimental drop the digital image processing module of ADSA-P uses 
SOBEL 3x3 pixel . 




Fig 1 . 1 3  oordi n a te y tern defi n it ion.  R • •  R l  are t h e  (\\ 0 principle radii o f  c u rvat u re o f  the d rop 
II. Axi y m m ctric D rop hape Analysis-Contact Diameter (AD A-CD) 
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For 10\" contact angles (below 30), the accuracy of the AD A-P techn ique, 
ignificantl) decreases s ince the profi le of the drop become gradually flatter. Hence, the 
accuracy in acquiring coordinate points along the drop profile becomes 10\; . 
Axis) mmetric Drop hape Analysi s-Contact Diameter (AD A-CD) was developed 
by kinner et a l .  ( 1 989) to al low measuring low contact angles. Instead of viewing the drop 
from the side, in this technique the drop is viewed from the top, and hence the flatness of 
the drop does not reduce the precision of the contact angle measurement. In addition, 
because the whole contact l ine can be vie\ ed when the drop is imaged from the top , the 
AD A-Cd technique lends itself read ily to averaging procedures and it can therefore be 
used to determine the a erage contact angle (Amirfazli ,  200 1 ). 
1 .3.3 Wi lhe lmy-G ravitationa l  method (vertica l rod method) 
Contact angle can be  measured directly on a vertical rod or  plate partially immersed 
IJ1 a l iquid.  The advancing and receding angles are obtained simply by immersing and 
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withdraw ing the plate r the rod. 
2 
I f  a l id I br ught into contact with a liquid, the liquid will  exert a force on the 
solid.  '01is force I a funct Ion of a) the urface ten ion of the l iquid, b )  the contact angle, c )  
the perimeter of the ol id and d)  the buoyancy volume (the portion o f  the olid ubmerged 
bel \\ the l iquid' interface) .  I f  the vertical plate i smooth, a shown in Figure l . 1 4, the 
force exerted on the plate by the surface tension, is :  
F = /JIg + p Yt, cos B ( l .27) 
Where F is the downward force exerted by the liquid on the plate, p is the solid 
perimeter, Yll is the l iquid-vapour surface tension, III is the plate mass, B is the contact 
angle, and the mg term i the weight of the plate in air before the plate is brought into 
contact with the l iquid. For non zero immersion depth Equation 1 .27  has to be corrected 
for the buoyancy force a fol lows: 
F = mg + P Y'I cos B - V !1p g ( 1 .28) 
Where r is the displaced volume of the l iquid and !1p is  the density of the displaced 
fluid.  To evaluate the contact angle, the surface tension, Yl" . must be known; To measure 
Yl, a plate material is used where the contact angle is zero, so that cos(8) is equal to one. In 
the case where the immersion depth is zero, Equation 1 .27 further reduces to: 
( 1 .29) 
In Equation 1 .29 the l iquid-vapour surface tension is proportional directly to the 
downward force exerted by the l iquid on the plate. As it  is a measurable quantity, the 
weight of  the plate has been dropped from Equation 1 .29. The YL\ of the l iquid should be 
known before measuring 8 .  This  can be done as fol lows; 
a )  The surface tension i s  measured with a completely wetted plate (8 = 0)  
b)  Knowing YLv, the contact angle of the solid of interest is measured. 
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F ig. 1 . 1  .. Vertical  plate i n  con tact with  a l iqu id 
The basic setup of  the automated Wilhelmy Plate Technique is hown in Figure 
1 . 1 5  (Budziak. 1 992) .  The components are as follows: The plate ( I )  is uspended by a thin 
rod (2) from an electro balance (3) .  The electro balance is interfaced with a computer (4)  
\\ h ich records the do\\ nward force. The liquid to be measured (6)  is contained in a double 
\ a i led beaker (5) ,  covered with a lid (7) and connected to a temperature bath (8) .  The 
temperature of the bath is measured \ ith a thermocouple (9), also interfaced with the 
computer. The table ( 1 0) carrying the double-wal led beaker may be moved up and dO\: n 
b means of  a scre\\ mechanism ( 1 1 )  driven by the electric motor ( 1 2) .  The direction and 
speed of the motor is also control led by the computer. 
The Grav itational Wi lhelmy technique drawbacks which limit the appl icabil ity of 
this method, are eumann and Good, ] 972; Budziak, 1 992) :  only if the perimeter of the 
plate is known and constant, the h igh sensitivity of the electro balance can be exploited . 
The plate morphology and composition must be the same at al l  four  vert ical surfaces. 
Moreover, adsorption of the vapour of the liquid on the plate above the three-phase contact 
line and at various parts of the gravimetric system adds to the weight read ings. On the 
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other hand, the Grm itational \.\'ihelmy plat method has a high en itivity for the 
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Fig. 1 . 1 5  chemat ic for t h e ' i l h e l my-Grav itat ional  tec h n i q u e  (Budziak, 1 992)  
1 .3 .4 Capi l lary method 
The l iquid rise in a capi l lary is one of the most fami l iar manifestations of l iquid 
surface tension. The capi l lary height, h i s  related to the l iquid vapour surface tension. From 
h, the contact angle can be obtained by integration of the Laplace equation of capi l larity. 
P ioneer work in measuring contact angles by using this method is attributed to Neumann 
( 1 962) .  
When a vertical flat plate is put it  into contact with a pool of l iquid,  the liquid 
wi l l  rise on the plate above the undisturbed surface (Figure 1 . 1 6) .  For a liquid in  contact 
with an infinitely wide vertical plate, the Laplace equation can be simplified by noting that 
one of the radi i  of curvature is infmite (Budziak, 1 992), hence: 
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YI [_1 ] = p g :: = P 
R\ 
3 1  
( 1 .30) 
For the ge metr) o f  the l iqu id  urface. the element ds along the urface of the 
l iqu id i s  equa l to R I d¢ ; ¢ i defi ned a the angle bet\', een the normal at  a poin t  on the 
l iqu id-\ apour urface. P. and the z axi ( F igure 1 . 1 7) :  
1 d¢ 
d ( 1 .3 1  ) 
h 





Fig 1 . 1 7  Capi l lary rise at a vert ical  plate 
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dz 
<I> 
d x  
F i g  1 . 1 8 Element  ds o n  t h e  l iqu id  i nterface 
From r igure 1 . 1 8. 
· A. d:; d:; fA. In 'f' = - = - c 'f'  
d R, 
Equation 1 . 30 can now be \Hitten :  
· A. dA. 
d:; 
In 'f' 'f' = !1p g :; -y,\ 
I ntegrat ing Equation 1 .33 yields 
., 
A. _ _ 1 z -- c o  'f' P g - + K 2 Yi,. 
( 1 .32)  
( 1 . 33 )  
( 1 .34) 
When P i s  on the z axis,  z = h and ¢ = 90° - e. i nce z = 0 at  ¢ = 0,  it  fol lO\ s that the 
constant of integrat ion K = - I , so that : 
1 Z2 
1 - cos ¢ = - !1p g -2 y,\. 
In  terms of the men iscus height, h :  
· 
B 1 
!1p g h'2 
S I n  = - ---'----=--
2 h 
( 1 .35 )  
( 1 .36)  
A total of five variables are contained I n  Equation 1 .36, where the density 
d ifference, the grav ity constant and the l iqu id  surface tension can be independently 
measured. Thus, the task of measur ing a contact angle i s  reduced to measur ing a length, the 
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capi l lary ri e h. 
1 he above integrati n i fi r a plate of infinite \\ idth. For practJcal purpo es, plates 
that are 2 COl wide satIsfy the theoretical requIrement of "infinite" \\ idth ( eumann and 
d, 1 972). For u h plate , the three-pha e contact l ine is straight in the middle of the 
plate for al l  l iquids of moderate urface ten ion, including water. ear the two ends of the 
plate, the capil lary height i 10\ er than it is in the middle. 
Be ide the fact that the measurement of an angle has been reduced to the 
mea urement of a length, which can be performed with much higher preci ion and 
accuracy, there are other advantages of the capil lary rise technique. Three of these 
ad\ antage have been d iscus ed in the introduction: the capabi l ity of measuring advancing 
and receding contact angles; the abil ity to directly observe the three-phase contact line; and 
the abi l ity to combine thi technique with the Wilhelmy balance to simultaneously measure 
the surface tension and the contact angle. Furthermore, the perimeter of the plate is not 
required as an input nor is it to be kept constant as in the Wi lhelmy technique (Budziak, 
1 992). 
Another advantage of the capil lary rise technique involves l ine tension. Since, in 
the capi l lary rise method the three-phase contact l ine is straight, the l ine tension does not 
influence the contact angle ( Budziak, 1 992; Myers, 1 999). The disadvantages of the 
capi l lary rise method are that a large volume of l iquid and a large surface of unifom1 
morphology and composition are required; al 0 the equ ipment needed is relatively 
expenSIve. 
In a summery the advantages and the disadvantages of the previous techniques are 
presented in Table 1 . 1 .  
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Table 1 . 1  :Thc adya ntages and t he disadvant ages of contact a ngle measurement tech niques 
I Tech nique I Advan tages I Disadva ntages -, 
1. Direct Measurement of Contact A ngle I 1 .  The easiest and most obvious, and the 
from Profiles commonly used method. 
1 .  The results are subjectIve and operator 
dependent. 
2 .This technique does not require a I 2 .  Low accuracy (At best ± 2°). 
knowledge of the density and surface tension 
of the liquid. 
3. The solid surface does not have a large area 
and the required amount of the l iquid IS 
small .  
4.The measurement is performed in a short 
time frame ( less than 2 minutes for a single 
measurement). 
3 4  
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Table 1 . 1  (Cont inued) :  The advantages and the d isadvantages of contact angle measu rement tech n iques 
2. Axisym metric Drop I 1 .  Can also measure l iquid surface tension, THE surface area of I l . Indirect method to measure the 
Shape Analysis (A DSA) the l iquid drop 011 the solid surface, the volume of the liquid drop, I contact angle. 
and the contact radius of the l iquid drop on the solid surface. 
2 .Complicated setup 
2 . I t  is applicable to all axisymmetric l iquid-fluid interfaces. 
3 .The equipment needed IS 
3 . lt is independent of the skil l  and experience of the operator. relatively expensive. 
4 . 1 t  is automated using computer based imaging technology or 
digital image analysis to acquire the profile coordinate points of 
drops. 
S .Accuracy 0.3°. 
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Table 1 . ]  (Continued) :  The ad\antages and  the disad, a ntages of con tact angle measurement tec h n ique� 




method (vertical rod balance can be exploited only if  the 
method) 2.  Liquid surface tension can also be measured. perimeter of the plate is known and 
constant. 
3 .  High sensitivity for the measurement of contact 
angles and liquid-vapour surface tension. 2 .The plate morphology and composit ion 
must be the same at al l  four vertical 
surfaces. 
3 .Adsorption of the vapour of the l iquid on 
the plate above the three-phase contact l ine 
and at various parts of the gra vimetric 
system adds to the weight readings. 
Chapter 1 :  I n troduction a n d  Literatu re R ev iew 
Table 1 . 1  (Co n t inued) :  The advant ages a n d  the  disadva nt ages of con tact a ngle measu re ment tech niques 
4. Capil lary methods 1 .  The measurement of an angle has been I 1 .  A large volume of liquid and a large I 
reduced to the measurement of a length, surface of uniform morphology and 
which can be performed with much higher composition are required. 
precision and accuracy. 
2. The equipment needed is re lativel) 
2 .  The abi l ity to directly observe the three- expensive. 
phase contact l ine. 
4 .The l ine tension does not influence the 
contact angle. 
3 
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1 .4 Dy n a m i c  of  p read i n g  
1 .4. 1 I ncomplete p read ing 
I I  l iquid placed In contact with a olid surface exhibit spontaneou 
preading rate at the start of the proce , then pas through a tran it ion zone. After 
transition, the droplets ei ther continue to spread at a slower rate ( i .e .  complete 
preading) to reach \ ery smal l  contact angle (0 � 0) or cease to spread ( i .e .  incomplete 
preading r partial preading) i .e 8 > 0 (F ig 1 .6) .  
everal tudies of the partial wetting have been carried out (Brochard-Wyart 
and de enne , 1 992; an Remoortere and Joo , 1 993; de Coninck et aI., 200 1 ). 
Many wetting systems that exhibit partial wetting have a non zero preading 
coefficient S < 0 (sec 1 .2 .6) .  Among these partial wett ing systems is glycerol l iquid 
on -ada-l ime gla sol id urfaces. Figure 1 . 1 9  (Alteri fai  and Sasa, 2003 ) shows the 
preading kinetics of glycerol on glass presented as contact area versus spreading time 
for 1 .5�L  drop volume; contact area and contact angle parameters are shown in Table 
1 .2 (Alterifai and asa, 2003 ) .  
Table 1 .2 contact  a rea (c m2), contact a ngles and " val u e  for spreading o f  glycerin on gla , 
P I f A  and P (Al terifai a n d  a a, 2003) 
Solid G lass PMMA P S  
Contact Area (cm�) 0.086 0.042 0.032 
Contact Angle, Eq. (4) 26.5 70.6 1 04.5 
1 .4.2 Complete s p reading 
In  complete spreading systems, the l iquid completely spreads 0 er  the solid 
surface resulting in zero contact angle (8 = 0), these systems have a spreading 
coefficient value of zero, S = O. 
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re\ lew of the l i terature on spreadmg dynamics by Marrnur ( 1 9  3 ), de 
enne ( 1 9  5 )  and c\ eral other contributor t a more recent book edited by Berg 
( 1 993 ) atte. t to ont lOucd intere t in the ubject. i l icon oi l  i con Idered to exhibit 
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Fig 1 . 1 9  preading kinet ic  of PDM 1 000 a nd glycerol on soda-l ime glass (Alteraifi and asa 
2003) 
1 .4.3 T h e  role  of the sol id on s p reading kinet ics 
Alteraifi and Sa sa (2003 ) provided experimental evidence that the solid 
substrate p lays a significant role in the spreading kinetics of l iqu ids and in 
determining equ i l ibrium (static)  contact angle. The latter was found explainable on 
basis of the axiom "l ike wets l ike". Contributions of the solid  substrate to spreading 
kinetics are attributed to specific solid-liquid interactions of d issipative nature, which 
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manifest them e l"c only at the Interface. 1 he term "interfac ial vi cosity" has been 
coined to account for thl phenomenon ( I terai fi and a a, 2003) .  For the ca e of a 
I \\' urface energy l iquid, hexadecane ha been elected for its relatively 10\\ surface 
energy liquid (32 d)l1e cm) and for its non-p lar hara ter ( I teraifi and asa, 2003 ) .  
I n  addition, hexade ane I kno\\ n to exhibit incomplete preading on oda-l ime glass 
(Alteraifi et aI . ,  2003) .  Iycerol ha been selected for i ts  relatively high surface 
energ) (67.6 dyn,cm) ( I tera ifi and a a, 2003).  Figures 1 .20, 1 .2 1  show the 
preading kinetICS of glycerol and hexadecane respectively, on three different solids in 
terms of surface energy (Table 1 .3 )  and the spreading kinetics of glycerol on the same 
three solids urfaces. oting that a constant volume droplet (l .S Il l )  was used in al l  
e"periment , the equi librial contact area may be taken as a measure of wettabi l i ty. 
Right away the contributions of each of the solid substrates to the wetting 
proces i s  obvious, and the axiom "like wets l ike" appears to apply  in the both cases; 
preading of hexadecane and glycerin on the same set of solid substrates. 
As expected, the equil ibrium contact area (Table 1 .4)  may be qual itatively 
ranked in accordance with the critical wetting energy of each respective solid. Glass 
caused hexadecane to assume the least equi l ibrium spreading (smallest contact area) .  
At  the other end, P with the lowest surface energy produces the most wetting 
(smal lest contact angle) by hexadecane. In  the case of glycerol the largest equi l ibrial 
spreading (largest contact area) was noted to occur on glass, the least on PS and on 
PMMA it was intermediate. 
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Fig 1 .2 1  Spreading kin etics of hexa deca ne on gla s, P 1 l A, and PS (AIteraifi a n d  Sasa, 2003 ) 
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Table 1 .3 Li t of u rfaces used and t h e ir  cr i t ical  �lI rface ten ion for gla , PM 1 , and  P 
( \1 )  n, 1 999) 
Solids C rit ical  Wetting Energy (m N/m) 
Soda-l ime 1llass - 70 -- ---
Polymethylmethacrylate, PMMA 39 
Polystyrene, PS 33 
Table 1 .4 o n tact a rea (cm\ for preading  of hexadecane a n d  G lycerol on gla s, PM I and 
P ( I tera ifi  and a a,  2003) 
Liqu i d  Sol id Contact Area (cm2) 
Hexadecane Glass 0.08 1 
PMMA 0. 1 4 1  
PS 0.205 
Glycerin G lass 0.086 
PMMA 0.042 
PS 0.032 
1 .4.4 Models of  s p reading dynamic 
everal theories deal with the spreading kinetics of  l iquids on  a solid substrate, 
most of which relate the rate of spreading to the surface tension, and the v iscosity of 
the l iquid only. de Genne's  model ( 1 985) ,  Tanner' s  model ( 1 979) and that proposed 
by eaver and Berg ( 1 993)  expressed the rate of spreading in terms of surface tension 
and viscosity. 
Tanner ( 1 979) derived the spreading equation from Navier-Stokes equations 
for v iscous flow in two dimensions. The author expressed pressure gradient by 
surface tension curvature; hence, he i ntroduced the surface profile !C which relates to 
the droplet edge veloc ity as :  
u = dR = _ Y  K 
dt 3 f.1 
( 1 . 37 )  
where U i s  the fi lm advancing velocity with constant profile shape, K i s  a profi le  
constant; 11 and y are the l iquid v iscosity and surface tension respectively. Here, 
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again, the . .  urfacc profi le" K i a non-dl lnen ional parameter that ha to be 
determined emptncal ly. Furthermore, Tanner uggcsted the fo11o\\ ing relation hip : 
1 1 0  r = - Io: For K < 0 9 
1 0  
and 
1 - k == exp(-6r)  For 0 .9< K < 1 .0 
( 1 .39) 
R 10: Y t \\ here k = - and r = -- ,  R f is the equi l ibrium contact radius. Rf JL Rf 
( 1 .3 ) 
ubsequently, eaver and Berg ( 1 994) assumed that the fluid dynamics of the 
preading of a spherical cap droplet may be approximated by a cyl indrical disk. Then, 
they examined the disk spreading in quasi-steady l aminar Couette flow driven by 
"effective radial surface tension gradient" at the upper surface. Accordingly, the rate 
equation has been derived for complete spreading as: 
( 1 .40) 
For incomplete spreading, the authors derived the rate equation as: 
dR _ 4 r V; 
dt 1[ 3  J1 R9 ( l .4 1  ) 
where R i s  the radius of the spreading droplet, V d is the cylindrical disk volume 
(V d=nhdR2) ,  �= 1 - cos Boo , Boo is equ i libri um contact angle and )l i s  l iquid viscosity. 
Apparently due to the difficulty of applying these models, Lelah and Marmur 
( 1 98 1 )  suggested that the kinetics of spreading could be described by a simple power 
law as fol lows: 
A (t) = Cl tn ( l .42) 
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w here A I the contact area, mea ured at time t, and C I  and n are empirical 
coefficients .  ub equently, the author appl ied thi equation to the preadmg data 
rep rted by 'e\ eral 1m estigator for a relati\ely large number of fluids. I t  \\ a noted 
that the value ofn in mo t of the ca e fa l ls  \', i thin 0 .20 to 0 .29 .  
Further analy i of data where the droplet volume ( ) was independently 
varied revealed that C I  was found to be proportional to VOl. The power m wa found to 
range from 0.60 to 0 .72 .  This observation prompted Mannur ( 1 983)  to suggest that C I  
scales with 23 .  Thus, the rate of spreading nonnalized with respect to V2 3 was 
expres ed as : 
A /I -'-3 = c, t 1 � � (1.43)  
An eady attempt to  derive the rate of spreading was advanced by Ogarev and 
coworkers, in the mid seventies (Ogarev, 1 974) .  The Ogarev model approximated the 
hape of the spreading droplet as a cone, whose geometric parameters were used to 
derive the spreading equation through a force balance implementation. For a given 
moment the authors balanced the forces due to change in the free surface energy of 
the (droplet-on-sol id sub trate) system and the viscous resistance .  They derived the 
fol lowing equation for spreading kinetics: 
( 1 .44) 
where R is the radius of the contact area, V is the droplet volume, and 11. is the 
viscosity. The function f relates to the surface energy of the spreading l iquid as 
defined by Young's equation ( 1 . 1 )  as: 
f = rCcos Bcc - cos B(t» ( l .4S) 
for i ncomplete spreading and 
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/ = rn - rsl - r Cos O(t ) ( 1 .46 ) 
for complete spreading 
Recognizing earher inference by Hoffman ( 1 975)  and other that the pread ing 
proce is generally driven by urface forces and i retarded to viscou forces, de 
enne ( 1 9  5) introduced \\ hat may be considered as a theoretical rational for the 
empirical Po\ er la\\ of Marmur ( 1 983) .  The argument suggested by de Gennes is  
ba ed on the earl ier fi nding of Hoffman ( 1 975)  that the "apparent" contact angle can 
be correlated as a function of the capi l lary number w plus a shift factor when 
interfacial and viscou forces are the dominant forces controll ing the system . The 
capi l lary number w defi ned as 
(t) = U � 
3 0'  
( 1 .4 7) 
where U i s  the velocity of the contact l ine. In  thi regard, it is  worth noting that a 
related expression was suggested earlier by Schonhorn et al ( 1 966) to correlate the 
kinetics of spreading on surfaces using polymer melts (de Gennes, 1 985) .  The 
argument further assumes that Hoffman's data, in the low velocity l imit, may be 
presented as 
w = constant * em (l .48)  
I t  is  further suggested that for relatively smal l droplets, where gravitational 
effects are negli gible, the macroscopic shape of the spreading droplet may be 
approximated by spherical cap geometry (de Gennes, 1 985) .  This approximation has 
been used to relate the contact angle to the radius and the volume of the spreading 
droplet, i .e. the droplet height h = Y2 R 8 ,  and it is volume V = Y2 n  h R 2 .  Accordingly 
de Gennes ( 1 985)  derived "the spreadi ng law" as 
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R In ,1 = L t m 
� 
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( 1 .49) 
FurthemlOre, the author a certained that m=3 i " Indeed expected theoretical ly 
for a l l  ca es of dI) spreading" \\ hich do e not at i  fy al l l iquid ( lteri fi et a I . ,  2002 ) .  
Lopez e t  al .  ( 1 975) reported that a t  the final stage of spreading, intemlOlecular 
force replace gravIty a the chief factor causing preading, and after an 111 l l ial stage 
of preading in \\ hich inertial effects are important, there i a stage where the balance 
between the grayitational and vi cou effect  controls the spreading rate. 
Fay ( 1 969) tudied spreading of oi l  on calm water. He showed that inertia and 
viscou forces act as re i ting forces, while gravity and l ine forces ( the force which 
act at the edge of the oil film on water, pul l ing it outward) promote spreading.  In their 
model Gue and Li ( 1 99 ) used an overal l  energy balance (OEB) method and 
lubrication theory approximation. By comparing the numerical predictions with 
experimental spreading data of si licon oil drops on horizontal smooth solid surfaces 
(soda- l ime glass) measured by Chen and Wada ( 1 992), they found that over the entire 
observed spreading period they agreed well within the measurement error. They also 
concluded that the viscous force and the interfacial tension forces control the 
spreading process. 
The existence of a precursor film that can be defined as a thin film of l iquid 
preceding the advance of a thicker film during spreading over solid surface has been 
proved experimental ly (Dussan, 1 979) and theoretical ly (de Gennes, 1 985 ;  Hervert 
and de Gennes, 1 984) .  Tanner et a l .  ( 1 979) showed experimental ly that the free 
surface of the l iquid drop has an inflexion point that was also shown theoretical ly by 
Diez et a l .  ( 1 993) and Chebbi and Selim ( 1 997) .  The curvature of the drop surface 
profile is constant in the major part of the drop where the viscous forces are 
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negl igible. VI c u. force are effective and the CUf\, ature of the drop pr fi le change 
igni ficantly in the neighb rhood of the in flexion point .  n the other hand van der 
Waals forces bec me imp rtant and cannot be Ignored in the near vicinity of the 
contact line ( hebbi, 2000). 
hebbi (2000) pre ented a model that concerned the complete wetting and 
accounts for capil lary, viscous, and van der Waals effects, with two spreading 
geometrie , namely: Axisymmetric and cylindrical ( like oi l  on water) . The model is 
not ba ed on any fitting parameter, and it  i obtained by matching the outer solution 
that proposed by Chebbi and Selim ( 1 997) and the inner solution proposed by Starov 
et al . ( 1 994) .  The outer solution is valid in the major part of the l iquid drop, and this 
olution takes into consideration the capi l lary opposed by the resisting viscous forces. 
The inner solution is valid for smal l thicknesses, which accounts in addition for van 
der Waals forces ( hebbi,  2000). A complete solution is obtained by matching the 
inner and the outer solutions at the inflexion point that is presented on the free surface 
of the l iquid drop (Tanner, 1 979; Diez et a I . ,  1 994 ). 
Chebbi model studied the effect of changing both the dimensionless thickness 
and the slope on the behavior of the inner . This study of the inner region al lows, after 
matching with the outer solution, determination of the spreading k inetics without the 
necessity of restoring to the approximation made in Chebbi and Selim ( 1 997) and 
tarov et a l . ( 1 994) models .  A numerical study of the inner solution in this model is 
shown to yield the deviations from the asymptotic approxi mation used in Chebbi and 
Selim ( 1 997) and S tarov et al . ( 1 994) models for the inner solution at the inflexion 
point Chebbi (2000). By equating the thicknesses, and the slopes given by the inner 
and outer solutions at the inflexion point, Chebbi 's  model can determine the complete 
drop profile .  
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hebbi model '  re ult shO\ dra t ic change of the slope in  the near vicinity 
of the contact l i ne, and minimum lope \ ariation at the inflex ion point ( hebbi ,  
2000). Thi '  model ( ba ed on avier- tocke equation for one dimen ional low 
\. ( SCOll flo\\ and concern the case of mall lope , which al lows the lise of the 
lubncation approximation which is val id for low contact angle ( mall  slope of l iquid 
drop curvature) (Lopez et a1 . .  1 976). In addition, inertia and gravity effects are 
neglected. 
-
The preading 1m x ( t )  (F ig 1 .22) is given by Chebbi (2000) as:  
;.: = �o ( 1  + a T)' '(7+3.;-) 
where T is a dimensional time, 
- 4 
- 3 f.1 Xo t = --C...-=--J-
r 17 0  
ub cript 0 denotes initial value and a i s  defined as: 
where I is  defined as: 
I 
J = 2;r '; f 77 ; qJ dry 
o 
where ry = ;: and <p related to co and T} as: 
x 
2 d d 2 qJ  � dqJ 
O)ry = qJ - (-, + - -) 
dry dry - ry dlJ 
( 1 . 50) 
( 1 .5 1  ) 
( 1 . 52)  
( l . 53 )  
( 1 .54 ) 
\\ here co is determined by match ing ben een the outer solution and i nner solution 
(Chebbi , 2000). 
Diez et a! .  ( 1 993) model concerns the complete spreading of l iquid over a 
smooth rigid horizontal surface with the Laplace pressure as the dominant force. Mass 
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and energy con en atton are Invoked a the condition to detemline the 110\\ . In the 
dc\ el pment of thi model the part icular attention i paid to the behavior of the l iquid 
a the height become very mal l and the introduction of the global energy balance a a 







Fig 1 .2 2  c h e matic figu re o f  t h e  right s i d e  o f  a y m metr ic d rop spreading over a smooth solid 
u rface ( hebbi, 2000) 
Diez et a1 . ( 1 993)  model is based on the Navier-Stockes equations for the one 
dimensional slow vi cous flow and the lubrication approximation for this flow. 
Both !zo(t) and xi t) (Fig 1 .23)  must be power laws on time, of the form 
( 1 .55)  
where !zo(t) is  the thickness at  the center (x = 0) ,  and xI is the front position of the 
droplet. 
The nondimensional exponents f3 ,  � , and the dimensional constants k, b ean 
be obtained simply from the law of mass and energy conservation, while the 
calculation of the nondimensional constants Ao ' � f requires the complete solution 
of a set of equations (Diez et a I . ,  1 993) .  
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Fig 1 . 23 chematic diagra m of the flo" ( Diez et a J . ,  J 993) 
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hebbi (2000) compared the two previous models  with the experimental data 
of Diez et a l .  ( 1 993) .  The corresponding result are shown in F igure 1 .24. For 
comparison with the data of Diez et aI . ,  Hamaker's constant is estimated to be nearly 
equal to the one reported in tarov ( 1 994), since experiments were made for the same 
l iquid-solid system, si l icone oil (PDMS)-Glass. It can be seen from Figure 1 .24 that 
there is a better agreement behveen Chebbi model and the experimental data than is 
the ca e with Diez model . 
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5 -l a \'=C :< m-., 
4 -
'.':ldel c· 0 �z ,,: al ( �� 
3 
1 C" 
1 (3 u V" l e n 
F ig. 1 .24 ompari  o n  ben� een Diez et a l  model a n d  hebbi model w i t h  D iez e t  a l .  's  data  fo r 
i l ieon o i l  (Y =0. 1 2  mm3) on Gla  ( hebbi, 2000) 
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1 . 5 T h e  i Obj ec t i v e  
In  this the is, \\ e attempt to better under tand the underl} ing phenomenon of 
wettabi l ity. The l iterature rai ed concemed about the ontact angle mea urement 
and its interpretatIon. In addition, the role of vi co ity in spreading kinetics 
remal l1 un lear. Therefore, the object ives of this thesi are two folds: 
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1 )  Introduce the contact ratio parameter, A * , as a new measure instead of 
contact angle parameter, e, to indicate the wetting state of a vapour-l iquid-solid 
y tem. The set of experimental results and publ ished data that are presented below 
use di fferent type of liquids with various properties tested on different solid 
ub trate . The re ults presented discuss the applicabi l i ty of the contact ratio a an 
altemative measure of wettabil ity to contact angle. 
2) The effec t  of viscosity on the spreading kinetics is investigated by 
studying the spreading kinetics of l iquids with various v iscosities. The results are 
presented using si l icone oi ls  (POM ) liquid with various viscosities (50 cP, 1 00 cP 
500 cP,  1 ,000 cP,  1 0,000 cP) tested on glass PMMA, and PS sol id surfaces. I n  this 
study the gravity and inertia forces are neglected in comparison with other forces. 
Also, the results present a comparison between the experimental data and the 
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2 . 1 L i q u i d 
2 . 1 . 1  i 1 icon o i l  ( P Dl\1  ) 
r Polydln1ethy I i loxane (PO 1 ) \\ ith di fferent viscosities ( 1 00 
cP ,  500 cP,  1 ,000 cP ,  1 0 ,000 cP) were used in the study of dynamic contact area 
(c ntaet area a a functi n of spreading time) measurement. i l icon oil \ as sel c ted 
bccau e i t  ati fies the fol lo\\ ing requirements: 
a )  omplete preading on  the used sol id urface ( ec  2 . 5) .  
b) Ha a wide range of \'i  co i ty with the same surface tension (2 1 . 5 dyn/cm) .  
c )  on-hazardou . 
d)  on reactive \ i th  the ol id surface. 
Table 2 . 1 l ists the properties of the si l icon oils that were used to measure the 
dynamic contact area . 
Table 2. 1 :  i l ieon o i l  ( P D  1 ) p roperties 
Materials Suppl ier � (cP) cr (dyne/cm) 
S i l icon oil  Aldrich 50 2 1 .5 ± 0.03 
i l icon oil Aldrich 1 00 2 l . S ± 0.03 
S i licon oil  Aldrich SOO 2 1 . S ± 0.03 
Si l icon oil  Aldrich 1 000 2 l . S ± 0.03 
S i l icon oil Aldrich 1 0 000 2 1 . S ± 0.03 
The name s i l icone was given by Kipping in 1 90 1  (Elschenbroich and alzer, 
1 992) to describe new compounds of the generic formula R2SiO. These were rapidly 
identified as being polymeric and actually corresponding to polydialkylsi loxanes. The 
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name was adopted by the indu try and usual ly refers to polymers \\ ith the formulation 
in Figure 2 J ,  \\ here R = Me (methyl group) 
Ale Me Me 
Afe - l - a - ( i - a t - Sf - Me 
I 
A1e A1e Me 
Fig 2 . 1  Chemical  fo r m u l a  of ilico ne oil (\�here n=O, 1 .  .. ) 
i J icon oil ha many synonyms such as: aJpha-Methyl-omega-
methoxypolydimethylsiloxane; carboxypropyldimethyl; Dimethylpolysiloxane 
hydrolyzate; Polydimethyl s i l icone oi l ;  Polydimethylsi loxane, Polyoxy 
(dimethylsi lylene), i l icon and i loxane. 
The accompanying number of the Si l icone (50, 1 00, 500, 1 000, 1 0 000) is the 
viscosity value in centipois, which is correlated reciprocal ly to the sil icon 's  density, 
which depends on the molecular weight only. Molecular weight is dependent on the n 
value in  F igure 2 . 1 (Valignat et a l . ,  1 999) 
Si l icon oils are described as hydrophobic l iquids and they have the property of 
completely \ erting the most solid surfaces, since they have a low surface tension 
equal to 2 1 .5 dyn/cm .  With the methyl groups pointing to the outside, that gives very 
hydrophobic films and good spreading area on most surfaces. 
The reason behind the extraordinary properties of sil icon materials may be 
traced back to the idiosyncrasies of the Si-O-Si (S i loxane) bond. The high flexibil ity 
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of (-Me2 i - )0 chain ugge t 10\\ barrier of con[omlational changes 
(E l .  chenbroich and alzer, 1 992) .  
d icon 011 ha man} advantages, uch a high thermal tabi l i ty and mal l 
temperature coeffi Icnt [or \ isco 'i ty. The e ad\ antage are a result of it tructure 
( flschenbroich and alzcr, 1 992). 
2 . 1 .2 Other l iq uid 
Eight l iquid were cho en in the tudy of low-rate dynamic contact angle and 
contact ratio. e lection of these liquids was based on the fol lowing criteria :  1 )  liquids 
hould include a wide range of intem10lecular force ; 2)  be non-toxic; and 3) surface 
tension should be higher than the anticipated solid surface tension (Neumann et aL, 
1 974). The physical properties and surface tensions of these l iquids are l isted in Table 
2 .2 .  They are, in order of i ncreasing surface, diethylene glycol, 3 -pyridylcarbinol, 
ethylene glycol ,  diiodomethane, 2,2-thiodiethanol ,  formamide, glycerol and water. 
Table 2 .2  u pplier, p u rit) , a n d  u rface tension o f  t h e  l iqu id  u ed ( a l l  d a t a  p rovided b y  t h e  
u p pJer) 
Liquid Supp l ier %Purity Density (g/cm3) Ylv(mJ/m2) 
diethylene glycol Aldrich 99 l . 1 1 8 44.68 ± 0.03 
3-pyridylcarbinol Aldrich 98 1 . 1 24 47 .8 1 ± 0.03 
ethylene glycol Aldrich 99+ l . 1 1 3  48 .66 ± 0.06 
diiodomethane Aldrich 99 3 . 325 49.98 ± 0.02 
formamide Aldrich 99.5+ 1 . 1 34 59.08 ± 0.04 
glycerol Baker analyzed 99. 8 1 . 258  63 . 1 3  ± 0. 1 0  
Water Lab. prepared double distil led 0.977 72.70 ± 0.09 
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2.2  S o l i d  
2 .2 . 1 Soda- l ime gl ass 
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oda-l ime glass ( i02) s l ides were used in the study of dynamic contact area. 
oda-Iime glass slide measuring 26 x 26 mm were obtained from Menzel-Glaser 
ompany Geschnitten, Germany. 
oda lime glass, commonly known as window glass, is the most commonly 
u ed substrate. Microscope slides are commonly made from this glass, either using a 
float glass process or a draw glass process. In the case of a float glass process the 
glass is cooled over a bath of molten tin, enriching its " float" side with tin oxide. 
Both the float and draw glass forming processes result in a flat glass sheets that are 
smooth on a molecular scale, requiring no further pol ishing. Soda- lime glass contains 
about 1 3% sodium oxide. This component is highly soluble in water, reacting to 
form sodium hydroxide, and this gi es glass its hydrophi l ic property. This reaction 
occurs in ambient air. The humidity in the air wi l l  generate a coating of sodium 
hydroxide, coating the surface of the glass. This layer may interfere with adhesion to 
the glass surface and it i s  best removed by rinsing i n  water. Another effect of the 
formation of sodium hydroxide is its reaction with carbon dioxide in air, leading to 
the formation of a white sodium carbonate powder on the glass surface, also referred 
to as "blooming" (Website 3 ) .  
Cleaning process 
Cleaning glass is a very strict  process, because glass can be polluted very 
easi ly, and catches grime or chemicals from the air ( Berg, 1 993). The method of the 
c leaning is tested by using SEM technique. The procedure for the efficient c leaning of 
glass is as fol lows: 
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I .  Immer ion in high concentration chromic acid solution 
(K2 r207 + H2 o.�) for 4-6 hour's .  
2 .  Rinse with di t i l led water 
3 .  Rin e with acetone. 
4 .  1 I0w to  dry by placing glass slide in a acuum-oven for 12 hr 
at 90°C to a l low evaporation of acetone. 
5 .  Cooling the sl ides in a vacuum. 
6. The sl ides are careful ly transferred to the dissector, where they 
are stored for a short time period unti l the time of use. 
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Slides are used only for a single measurement. The c leanness of glass is tested 
using SEM as shown in Figures 2 .2  and 2 .3 .  
Fig 2 . 2  Unclean glass s u rface (before clea n ing) s h owing grime and i mp u rities 
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Fig 2.3 SE 1 i mage of c lean glass showing no p a rt ic les on the  s u rface 
2 .2 .2  Poly(Methyl methacrylate) (PMMA )  
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I n  this work two types of PMMA were used based on source. In contact area 
measurements the ready made PMMA slides were used. For contact angle and contact 
ratio measurement glass sl ides that coated by PMMA layer were used. 
Poly(methyl methacrylate) or PMMA is commercially available under trade 
names such as Perspex or Plexiglass. For the dynamic contact area study, PMMA slides 
with 26 x 26 mm were used. The physical and chemical properties of PMMA are shown 
in Table 2 . 3 .  
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Table 2.3 Physical  propert ies of P 1 
olid Fonnula: CsH 02 
Characterization 
Density: 1 . 1  (which is less than hal f  that of gla s 
(approximately 2 .6  glcm3) 
Molecular Weight: 1 00. 1 1 7  
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white (a bead ), highly tran parent, crystal l ike solid 
similar to glass at room temperature, and l ight weight. 
PMMA is a polymer material .  Basically, it is a long chain polymer made from 
Methyl methacrylate ( M MA) CsHg02. The chemical composition is shown in  Figure 
2.4. PMMA is solid at room temperature. 
Cleaning process 
Commerc ial PMMA slides are used. Sl ides are usually covered by an adhesive 
sheet of paper to protect them from scratch (Fig 2 .5 )  
The PMMA c leaning method qual ity is examined by using SEM (F ig  2 .6).  
E ffective c leaning is achieved as fol lows: 
1 .  Immerse the PMMA slides i n  Ethanol for 2 hours. 
2 .  Rub the surface with a soft sponge to  get rid of any gum layer (or  the sides 
should be rubbed gently with a soft sponge in  order to get rid of adhesive 
l ayer) . 
3 .  Rinse the PMMA slides with water and immerse the s lides in deionized 
H20 for at least five minutes. 
4 .  F inal ly a llow sl ides to  dry in  atmospheric a i r  j ust before the start of the 
experiment. 
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Fig 2.4 Che m ical composit ion o f  M ethyl- met h-acrylate 
Fig 2 .5  U nclean P M M A  su rface wi th  adhesive l ayer 
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Fig 2.6 Clean P M M A  s u rface 
For the low-rate dynamic contact angle and contact ratio study, PMMA beads 
(cat# 04553,  MW 5 75,000) were obtained from Polysciences Company, Warrington, 
PA, USA. A 0.5 % P MMAltoluene solution was prepared using toluene (Sigma­
Aldrich, 99. 8% HPLC grade) as the solvent. Glass s lides were selected as the 
substrate for low-rate dynamic contact angle and contact ratio measurements. They 
were obtained as square sl ides (26 x 26 mm). Each sl ide was then soaked in chromic 
acid for at least 24h. , rinsed with distilled water, and dried inside an oven at 90° C 
before coating with polymer. 
The PMMA-coated surfaces were prepared by a solvent casting technique: a 
few drops of the 0 .5% PMMAltoluene solution were deposited on a dried glass s l ide;  
the solution spread and a thin layer of the PMMA formed on the s l ide surface after the 
toluene evaporated. This preparation produced good qual ity coated surfaces. 
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2 .2.3 Po lystyrene C PS) .  
For the dynamic contact area study, sheets of Polystyrene, obtained from Central 
Laboratories nit (CLU), United Arab Emirates UAE, were used. The physical and 
chem ical propert ies of P are shown in Table 2.4 and the chemical composit ion is 
shown in Figure 2.7 .  
Polyst rene is an amorphous, thermoplastic polymer and wh ite pOWder. A free 
radical growth polymer, tyrene is easi ly polymerized by benzoyl peroxide. 
Ta ble 2.4 Physical  p ro pe rt ies o f  PS ( \  ebsite, l )  
M aterial State Propert ies 
PS Sol id Formula :  CgHs 
Density: 1 .05 
Molecular Weight : 1 04. 1 5 1 2  
Melting Point : 240 °c 
Refract ive Index : 1 .59  
Wh ite powder. 
o + benzoyl peroxide 
Fig 2.7 Constituting polystyren e  
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Cleaning proce 
A clean sheet of Poly tyrene is used in this study, obtained from Bibby steri l in 
Led Company, UK. heets were examined under the SEM to make sure that the 
urfaces were smooth and free from any residues (Fig 2 .8) 
For the low-rate dynamic contact angle and contact ratio study, PS beads (cat# 
00574, MW 1 25 ,000-250,000) were obtained from Polysciences Company, 
Warrington, PA, USA. A 0 .5  % PS/toluene solution was prepared using toluene 
(Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8% HPLC grade) as the solvent. Glass sl ides were selected as the 
substrate for low-rate dynamic contact angle and contact ratio measurements. They 
were obtained as square s lides (26 x 26 mm). Each slide was then soaked in chromic 
acid for at least 24h. , rinsed with dist i l led water, and dried inside sn oven at 90° C 
before coating with polymer. 
The PS-coated surfaces were prepared by a solvent casting technique: a few 
drops of  the 0 .5% PS/toluene solution were deposited on a dried glass sl ide; the 
solution spread and a thin layer of the PS fom1ed on the sl ide surface after the toluene 
evaporated. This preparation produced good qual ity coated surfaces. 
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Fig 2.8 PS with clean surface 
2.3 Experi mental  p rocedu res 
2.3 . 1  Dynamic contact area measu rement procedures 
65 
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.9. To conduct the experiment, the 
l iquid was charged i nto a 5 -111 syringe obtained from SGE International Company, 
Austral ia .  The syringe was attached to a metal stand and mounted vertical ly by a 
micromanipulator on top of the substrate. 
The micromanipulator is used to adj ust the position of the needle tip of the 
syringe carefully above the c lean glass sl ide. The tip of the syringe was positioned a 
few mil l imeters from the surface of the glass to e l iminate any impact effect when the 
droplet was released. The droplet volume was selected to be 1 . 5 III so that the effect 
of gravity i s  negl igible (Bond number ( Bo) = 0.23 « 1 ) . 
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The syringe is c leaned by immersing in acetone and al lO\ ing to dry in an 
oven. Before conducting the experiment the syringe is flushed with the liquid of 
intere t once or twice. At least seven measurements were taken with each l iquid over 
the same solid. 
The solid substrate was placed on an optical stand within the focus of a half­
inch CCD digital video camera (N TK-c 1 380, Japan) with l Ox eyepiece 
magnification placed underneath the glass sl ide. The camera was connected to a 
ideo recorder, which was in turn connected to an image analysis system (analySIS 
soft I maging System, GmbH ltd, Germany). The l ight was source was ring l ight fiber 
optics (model LG-R66. OLYMPUS - JAPAN). Using fiber optic l ight reduces the 
heat produced by normal l ight. Heat may affect  the surface tension of the liquid and 
also produce a blurred image. Al l  experiments were carried at ambient conditions, i .e . ,  
25± l oC and 47%±3%RH. 
Typical images frames acquired by the image analysis system are displayed in 
Figure 2 . 1 0  below. The images were grabbed by the image analyzer from which the 
contact area was d igitized and measured as a function of time 
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j 
Micro m an ipu l ator 
I I 
M icro Syri nge 
Droplet 
CCD digital camera 
c __ _ 
Image Processing 
VCR 
Fig 2 .9 :Shows t h e  experimen tal  set u p  for contact area m easurement 
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1 3 .22 mm2 
Fig. 2. 1 0  a m ple of experimental  measurements of the  l iqu id/sol id contact a rea for 1 000 c P  
i l ieone o i l  over glass a fter 1 8  minutes. T h e  n u mber re presents t h e  contact a rea measu rement in  
mm 
Softwa re and Calibration (dynamic contact a rea) 
The magn ification is calibrated using a cal ibration sample image analysis 
software (analySI S  3 .0  Soft Imaging System GmbH Germany March 1 999) 
Cal ibration methods: 
1 .  The standard calibration sample (Micrometer) is  placed on the l OX 
objective (Fig 2 . 1 1 ) . We used l OX due to search of the wide spreading 
area.  
2 .  Acquire the focused and enhanced image from the microscope 
3 .  Snapshot the image 
4 .  From the image menu select Set Input 
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5. l ick on the XY Calibration tab and I nsert the required 
Magllificatioll 
6. From Unit define the calibration d istance unit . 
7. elect the Vertical option for the cal ibration distance to be 
defined 
8 .  In ert the Calibration Length according to  the selected distance 
as defined by the cal ibration sample. Then save the calibration 
by c licking on Save 
9.  Add the new calibration to the magni fication table by c l icking 
Add then press OK 
Fig 2. 1 1  Shows t h e  magn i fication of l O x 
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2 .3 .2  Lov -rate dynami c  con tact angle and  contact rat io 
mea u rement p roced u res 
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The experimental set-up chematic for low-rate dynamic contact angle and 
contact ratio mea urement is shown in Figure 2 . 1 2 . Sessile drop contact angle 
measurements u ing DSA-P v ere performed dynamically, by using a motor driven 
yringe to pump the l iquid steadi ly into the sessile drop from below the surface 
( Kwok et a! . ,  1 998) .  The dynamic receding contact angle measurements can be 
perfom1ed by pul l ing the syringe plunger of a motorized syringe mechanism, leading 
to a decrease in drop volume. A schematic of this mechanism is shown in Figure 
2 . 1 2 . ormal ly, 5 up to 7 dynamic contact angle measurements were performed on a 
new solid surface each time. In this thesis, a l l  contact angles were measured at 23 .0° C. 
As mentioned before, the l iquid is supplied into the sessile drop from below 
the solid surface using a motorized syringe device ( Kwok et a! . ,  1 998) .  A hole of 
about 1 mm a diameter was made in order to make such an experimental procedure 
possible. The method of pumping l iquid from below the surface was pioneered by 
Ol iver et al. ( 1 983) .  This approach has potential for avoiding drop vibrations and for 
measuring true advancing contact angles without disturbing the drop profile. To avoid 
l eakage of l iquid from the gap between the a stainless steel needle and the surface 
hole, Teflon tape was wrapped around the end of the needle before insertion il1to the 
hole. 
In the dynamic experiments, by using a Hamilton syringe with a stainless steel 
needle an initial l iquid drop of about 0 . 3  cm radius was carefully deposited to cover 
the hole on the surface. This was to ensure that the drop wi l l  increase 
axisymmetrical ly in the centre of the image field when l iquid is supplied from the 
bottom of the surface and wil l  not hinge on the edge of the hole (Amirfazli, 200 1 ;  
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Kwok, 199 ).  By adjusting the voltage from a oltage controller the motor in the 
motorized syringe mechani m was set to a specific  speed leading to push the syringe 
plunger and then increasing in drop volume and the three-phase contact radius. A 
erie of pictures of the growing olume drop were then recorded by the computer. 
For each low-rate dynamic contact angle experiment at least 20 images were 
nonnal ly taken. 
AD A-P detemlines the advancing dynamic contact angle and the three-phase 
contact radius [or each image as a function of the three-phase contact radius ( i .e .  
location on the surface) can be obtained. Besides that, the change in the contact angle, 
drop volume, drop surface area, and the three-phase contact radius can also be studied 
as a function of time. 
The contact ratio of the l iquid drop on the solid surface can be obtained as a 
function of time from Equation 3 . 1 ,  where the radius of the l iquid drop before contact 
with the solid surface can be found from the volume of the l iquid drop, and the three 
phase contact radius is one of the ADSA-P outputs. 
It should be noted that there is  another advantage to measuring contact angles 
as a function of the three phase contact, which that the qual ity of the surface is 
observed indirectly in the measured contact angles. When the measured contact 
angles are irregular and inconsistent as a function of surface location, the solid 
surface is not very smooth. When the measured contact angles are essentially 
constant as a function of surface location, the solid surface can be considered smooth 
enough. The mean contact angle for a specific rate of advance can be obtained by 
averaging the contact angles. The mean contact ratio for a specific rate of advance 
can also be obtained by averaging the contact ratios. 
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Di ffu er  
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Se ile d rop 
M ic ro cope & Video camera 
Digitizer 
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PC 
Fig 2. 1 2  Tbe experimental  set-up scbemat ic for low-rate dynamic contact  a n gle and contact ratio 
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3 . 1 C o n tact rat i o  verses c o n tact a n gle  
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Ever since the pioneering observa6on of Hardy ( 1 9 1 9), i t  is noted that 
cea ele effort have been advanced to formulate the rate of spontaneou spreading. 
In view of Young's equati n ,  in which the contact angle 8 and liquid surface tension 
11\ are the only measurable parameters the contact angle has been widely conceived 
as a thermodynamic quantity. Accordingly, 8 remained to be the main focus of most 
theoretical and experimental investigations. The rate of change in the contact angle 
has been commonly used as the relevant parameter of spreading dynamics in spite of 
diffi ulties a sociated with contact angle measurements that are well  recognized in the 
l i terature (Marmur 1 983 ;  Berg, 1 993 ; de Ruij ter et  aI . , 1 998) .  Although measuring 
contact angle seems easy to conduct, contact angle phenomena are complicated 
(Amirfazi l ,  200 1 ;  Kwok, 1 998;  Neuman, 1 974). 
everal restrictions were imposed on solid surfaces in deriving Young's 
equation: the solid should be smooth, homogenous rigid and inert with respect to the 
l iquid used ( Lam, 200 1 ) . Practically all solid surfaces have some degree of 
heterogeneity and roughness and, hence, for the same system the contact angle can 
ha e different values depending on the experiment conditions (Budziak, 1 992; 
Amirfazi l ,  200 1 ;  Kwok, 1 998) .  
The thermodynamic equi librium angles on rough as wel l  as heterogeneous 
surfaces are called Wenzel angle (Wenzel , 1 936;  Myers, 1 999; Oliver and Mason, 
1 980) and Cassie angel (Wenzel ,  1 936; Myers, 1 999; Miracle-Sole, 2002) ,  
respectively, and they are not equal to Young's equation contact angle (By) 
(Amirfazi l ,  200 1 ;  Kwok, 1 998; Neuman, 1 974; Budziak, 1 992). Up to now, there are 
no general criteria to show how smooth a solid surface should be for the measurement 
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of  contact angle that is not affected by the roughness of the solid surface (Kwok, 
1 99 ). 
Line ten ion (a free energy of the three phase contact l ine, or as a force 
operating in the three phase line (Oktatan 2002)) is anoth r important factor that has 
a great effect on the contact angle mea urement and has its own complexities 
(Amirfazi l ,  200 1 ;  Budziak, 1 992; Amirfazli and eumann, 2004). 
3 . 1 . 1  Contact  rat io 
In  this part of the thesis, a new precise measurement for wettabil ity defined as  the 
cOlltact ratio (A *) is introduced. Figure 3 . 1 shows a schematic of liquid drop on a 
solid urface,  where Rc is the radius of the drop-sol id substrate contact area, p is the 
radius of curvature, and Iz is the height of the drop with respect to the surface. 
Contact ratio is a ratio of contact area of the l iquid drop with solid surface to 
the surface area of the l iquid sphere before spreading (Fig. 3 . 1 ) : 
A* =  Ac As 
where Ac i s  a contact area of the l iquid drop on the solid surface: 
where R: is the radius of the contact area of the liquid drop on the solid.  
As represents the surface area of the drop before spreading: 
where Ro is the radius of the drop sphere before spreading. 
(3 . 1 ) 
(3 .2)  
(3 .3)  
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Air 
Substrate 
Fig. 3. 1 :  chemat ic  repre entat ion o f  t b e  spread i n g  d rop, Rc i t b e  radius  o f  t b e  d ro p-substrate 
con tact area, p i the radius of curvatu re, and It is tbe beight o f  tbe  drop witb respect to tbe 
u r face 
The relation between contact angle and contact rat io can be derived from the 
definition of the contact rat io and the spherical cap approximation relation (Eqn. 3 .4) 
that relates the volume of the spherical droplet and the radius of the contact area of the 
drop to the contact angle, as fol lows: 
(3 .4) 
where V is the drop volume given as: 
(3 .5 )  
One should mention that the spherical cap approximation (Egn. 3 .4) can only 
be applied for low contact angle value, where 8 < 90°. Substituting Equations 3 .2 and 
3 .5 in equation 3 .4 and use the definition of contact ratio (Egn . 3 . 1 )  and surface area 
(Egn 3 . 3 )  reduces A
* 
to be a function of B only: 
(3 .6) 
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3. 1 .2 E x pe ri mental  va l idat ion of Y o u n g  s relat ion 
In  order to veri fy that the measured contact angles are the true contact angles 
I .e Young's contact angle, ey, one require careful experimentation and a certa in 
method logy to verify the experimental results. 
I .  Methodology to verify the  experi mental resu l ts 
The methodology is based on the finding of Li et a 1 .  ( 1 992, 1 993) that Ylv cosS 
depends only on Ylv (the liquid) and Ysv (the solid) .  Figure 3 . 2  (Kwok, 1 998) shows 
experimental ontact angle values in a plot of Ylv cosS vs. Ylv for different l iquids. I t  
can be seen that, for a given solid surface, Ylv cose changes smoothly and 
systematically with Yh (the solid surface tension, Ysv , of a given solid surface is  
expected to be constant, i .e .  independent of the choice of the testing liquid used). 
Figure 3 .2 a lso implies that Ylv cose depends only on Ylv at constant Ysv . Replacing the 
hydrophobic FC-72 1 sol id surface with the hydrophil ic PET surface shifts the curve in 
a regular manner. Therefore, one has to conclude that the values of Ylv cose depend 
only on Yh (the liquid) and Ysv (the solid), independent of any specific intermolecular 
forces of the l iquids and solids ( Kwok, 1 998;  Li and Neumann, 1 992; Li et aI . ,  1 993) 
l .e . :  
r,v cos e = fCr,.. , r  S\ ) (3 .7)  
where f is  an unknown function. Because of Young' s  equation, the experimental 
contact angle patterns (Fig.3 .2 )  imply, in light of Equation 3 . 7, that the solid-liquid 
interfacial tension Ys l  depends only on the liquid-vapor Ylv surface tensions and solid­
vapor Ysv surface energy. Combining Young' s  equation (Eqn. l . l )  with Eqn.3 . 7  yields: 
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Y n - Ys/ = f(y" . YsJ (3 .8 )  
and con equently 
Ys/ = Y$> - f(y" ' Ys, ) = F(y" 'Y$» (3 .9)  
\\ here F is as yet another unknO\ n function. 
Thu , one can simply change the contact angle by changing either Ylv or Ys\, .  
While the specific intermolecular forces determine the primary surface tensions of 
l iquid and solid , they do not have any addi tional and independent effects on the 
contact angles, in the context of Young's equation. 
Figure 3.3 shows experimental contact angle results of water and glycerol on 
PMMA and PS solid surfaces, and published contact angle values of d ifferent liquids 
on PMMA and P solid surfaces, in  a plot of 'VI\' cose vs. Ylv . I t  can be seen that, for a 
given sol id surface (PMMA or PS) 'Vlv cos8 changes smoothly and systematical ly with 
Ylv. Since the solid surface energy, Ysv, of a given solid surface is expected to be 
constant, i . e .  independent of the choice of the testing l iquid used, replacing the solid 
surface from the PMMA to PS shifts the curve in a very regular manner. Figure 3 .3 
implies that Ylv cos8 depends only on 'VI\' at constant 'Vsv and the specific intermolecular 
forces of the l iquids and the solids do not have additional and independent effects on 
the contact angles .  Thus, the contact angle value can be changed, and based on 
Young's equation, so can the solid-liquid interfacial tension, by simply changing 
either the l iquid or the sol id. In conclusion, the measured contact angles, based on the 
mentioned metrology, are the true contact angles and there was no additional and 
independent effect of intermolecular forces on the measured contact angles. 
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Fig. 3.2 Yhcos8 VS Yh for t h ree wel l  prepared inert sol id surfaces: FC-7 2 1 -coated mica, heated 
pres ed Teflon FEP (fluorinated et hy lene propyle ne), and poly(ethy lene terephth alate)  P ET. The 
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Fig 3.3 Ylv cos8 VS. Ylv for Poly( met hy l  met h acry l ate) (PM M A )  and Polystyrene ( PS). The 
smooth ness of t h e  two c u rves su ggests that Ylv cos8 depends o n ly on Ylv a n d  y" 
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3. 1 .3 E x perimental  resu l t  
Experimenta l ly, the mea urements of  10\ rate dynamic contact ratios and low 
rate dynamic contact angles for water and glycerol on t\', o different polymer solid 
surfaces, namely Pol styrene (P ) and Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) were 
conducted u ing AD A-P technique. The contact ratio parameter was further 
val idated using experimental data publ ished in l i terature, namely di iodomethane on 
PMMA (Kwok et a l . ;  1 998c), ethylene glycol on PS ( Kwok et a I . ,  1 998d), water, 
formam ide and 2,2-thiodiethanol on FC-72S-coated si l icon wafer (Kwok et a I . ,  
1 998b), 3 -pyridylcarbinol on P(MMAIEMA, 30/70) ( Kwok et a I . ,  1 999a), triacetin on 
Poly(propene-alt- -(n-hexyl)maleimide) (Kwok et a I . ,  1 998a) and diethylene glycol, 
glycerol and formam ide on P[S-CHlCM)]  ( Kwok et aI . ,  1 999b) .  The data were 
examined for low rate dynamic contact angles. Using contact radius and volume of 
the liquid, contact ratios were calculated. 
I .  Low-rate dynamic contact angles and contact ratios from ADSA-P 
In addition to contact angle, ADSA-P measures l iquid surface tension to insure 
that the l iquid surface tensions remain unchanged during the experiments. The 
changing l iquid surface tension during the experiments suggests that dissolution of the 
polymer solid surface may have occurred.  Liquid drop volume and three-phase 
contact radius of the drop can also be measured by ADSA-P, thus the contact ratio can 
be calculated from Equation 3 . l .  
The advantage of measuring contact angles as a function of three-phase 
contact radius is to determine the quality of the solid surface that can be observed in 
the measured contact angles. Irregu lar and inconsistent values for the measured 
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contact angle wi l l  be seen as a function of the contact three-phase radius \vhen the 
solid urface is not smooth ( Kwok, 1 99 ; K\ ok and eumann, 1 999). 
For speci fic experiment the mean contact angle can be obtained by averaging 
the contact angles when the contact angles are basically constant as a [unction of the 
three-pha e contact radius and large volume of the liquids. The l ine tension has no 
effect on the measured contact angle of a large volume l iquid drop (Duncan et a I . ,  
1 995;  mirfazli et  aI . ,  1 998) .  
Water 0 0  P 
Figure 3 .4 shows a typical example of a low-rate dynamic contact angle 
experiment result namely, water on a PS solid surface. As mention in Chapter 2 
( Materials and Methods) a smal l volume of the l iquid drop is deposited from above, 
covering the solid surface hole completely. This procedure is to avoid hinging the 
drop at the edge of the hole, but this lead to the production of a contact angle smal ler 
than the advancing contact angle. Figure 3 .4 shows that l inearly increasing the drop 
volume (Fig. 3 .4.d) from approximately 0.05 cm3 to approximately 0.07 cm3, by the 
motorized-syringe mechanism, increases the contact angle, 8, (Fig3 .4 .b) from 
approximately 9 1 .30° to 96 .37° at essential ly constant three-phase contact radius R 
(0.36 cm) as shown in  Figure 3 .4 .c .  This  indicates that the measured contact angle is 
somewhere between advancing and receding. The initial drop front takes time, 
depends on the tested solid-liquid-vapour system, to start advancing. As the drop 
volume increases beyond a critical volume of 0.07 cm3 causes the three-phase contact 
l ine to advance, with the contact angle 8 essentially constant as contact radius R 
increases. Increasing the drop volume in this manner ensures the measured 8 to be an 
advancing contact angle. 
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For this specific experiment (water over PS), averaging the measured contact 
angles after R reaches 0 .36 cm (Fig. 3 .4 .c )  is con enient since the contact angles are 
essential ly  con tant. The drop is guaranteed to be in the advancing mode and l ine 
tension effects are negl igible ( Duncan et a! . ,  1 995 ;  Amirfazli et a I . ,  1 998) .  Averaging 
the measured contact angles after R reaches 0 .36 em yields a mean contact angle of 
95 .56°±0. 0° [or water over PS.  The surface tension-time plot for this experiment 
indicates that the surface tension of the water used keeps constant with time (72.83 
mJ/m
2
) .  This proves that no dissolution of the polymer occurs which causes Ylv to 
change from that of the pure l iquid ( K  wok 1 998) .  
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Fig 3 .4  Time verses (a)  u rface tension (b)  Low-rate dyna m ic contact a ngle (c)  Contact radius (d) 
Vol u m e  for low-rate dynamic contact an gles experi ment  o f  water o n  a polystyrene 
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Figure 3 . 5  plot the olumes of the \ ater l iquid over P solid surface against 
the contact angle values and the contact ratio values. contact ratio (A *) can be 
calcu lated from Equation 3 . 1  u ing three pha:.e contact radius (R) and the volumes 
( ) of the liquid drop that experimental ly measured by AD A-P equipment. 
It can be seen from Figure 3 . 5  that when the olume of the drop reach 0.07 
cm3 and keeps increasing the contact angle stay almost constant at the average value 
of 95 .56°. Thus one can say that the contact angle is a property of the system because 
the system has only one unique value of contact angle (advanced contact angle) .  For 
the same range of liquid drop volumes i .e. larger than 0.07 cm3, where the contact 
angle is constant, contact ratio remains almost constant at the average value of 0 .52 .  
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Fig 3.5 olu me against  contact  angle a n d  contact rat io of water o n  PS. This figure shows that  
there is o n ly one u n ique va lue  of  the  contact ratio 
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'Vater on P M MA 
The contact angle mea urement experiment results of water on PMMA are 
sho\\ 11 in Figure 3 .6 .  It shows that Linearly increasing the drop olume V (Fig. 3 .6 .d) 
from appr ximately 0.0 I cm3 to appro imately 0.06 cm3 by the motorized-syringe 
mechani m, increase the contact radius R from approximately 0.2 1 cm3 to 0 .40 cm3 
(Fig 3 .6 .c)  at an essential ly constant contact angle (mean contact angle: 83 .68°±O.70 0 ) 
that i shown in Figure 3 .6 .b .  The surface tension-time plot for this experiment 
indicates that the surface tension of the water used keeps constant with time (7 1 .34 
mJ/m
2
) .  Tlus proves that no dissolution of the polymer occurs that causes Ylv to 
change from that of the pure liquid ( Kwok, 1 998) .  
Figure 3 .7  plots the volumes of water against the contact angle values and the 
contact ratio values of water on PMMA sol id surface. It can be seen that the contact 
ratio stay constant at the mean value of 0 .60 for the same volume range of the water 
drop (0 . 0 1 -0.06 cm3 approximately), where the contact angle values keep constant at 
the mean value of 83 .68°. 
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Fig 3.7 Volume agai nst contact a ngle a n d  contact ratio of water on PM M A .  This figure 
sho\\ s  that  there i o n ly o n e  u n iq u e  va lue  of t h e  contact ratio 
Glycerol on P1\1MA 
Figure 3 .8  shows contact angle measurement experiment results of glycerol on 
PMMA .  The same as in water on PS, l inearly increasing the drop volume V (Fig. 
3 . 8 .d)  from approximately 0.07 cm3 to approximately 0.08 cm3 by the motorized-
syringe mechanism, increases the contact angle 8 (Fig 3 . 8 .b) from approximately 
7 1 .28° to 73 .5° at essential ly a constant three-phase contact radius R = 0.44 cm (Fig 
3 . 8 .c) .  This means that the measured contact angle is not equal to the advancing 
contact angles. As the drop volume increases beyond a c ritical volume of 0.08 cm3 
causes the three-phase contact line to advance with contact angle 8 essentially 
constant as contact radius R increases. Increasing the drop volume in this manner 
ensures the measured 8 to be an advancing contact angle. For this specific experiment 
(glycerol on PMMA), averaging the measured contact angles after R reaches 0.45 cm 
(Fig.3 . 8 .c )  is convenient since the contact angles are essential ly constant, the drop is 
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guaranteed to be in the ad ancing mode and that l ine tension effects are negl igible 
( Duncan et a I . ,  1 995 ;  Amirfazli et a I . ,  1 998) .  veraging the measured contact angles, 
after R reache 0.45 cm, yield a mean contact angle of 72.66°±O.60° for glycerol on 
PMMA. The urface tension-time plot for this experiment indicates that the surface 
tension of the glycerol u ed keeps constant with time (64 .68 mJ/m
2
) .  This proves that 
no di solution of the polymer occurs that causes Ylv to change from that of the pure 
l iquid. 
Figure 3 .9  plots the volumes of glycerol l iquid against the contact angle values 
and the contact ratio value of glycerol on PMMA. It  can be seen that the contact ratio 
values remain constant at the mean value of 0 . 7 1  for the same range of volume of 
glycerol drop (0.08-0 . 1 2  cm3 approximately), where the contact angle values remain 
constant at the mean value of 72.66° . 
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Fig 3.9 \'ol u me aga i n  t contact angle a n d  contact ratio of glycerol on PMMA.  This figu re shows 
that  t h e re is o n ly one u n iq u e  value of con tact ratio 
Glycerol on PS 
Figure 3 . 1 0  shows the contact angle measurement experiment results of 
glycerol on PS.  The same as ill Water on PS and Glycerol on PMMA, l inearly 
increasing the drop olume, V ( Fig. 3 . I O.d) from approximately 0.045 cm3 to 
approximately 0.052 cm3, by the motorized-syringe mechanism, increases the contact 
angle e (F ig 3 . I O .b) from approximately 83 .34° to 84. 57° at essential ly constant three-
phase contact radius R = 0.34 cm (Fig 3 . 1 0 .c) .  This means that the measured contact 
angle is somewhere between advancing and receding contact angles. As the drop 
volume increases beyond a critical volume of 0.05 cm3 causes the three-phase contact 
line to advance with the contact angle e essential ly constant as contact radius R 
increases. Increasing the drop volume in  this manner ensures the measured e to be an 
advancing contact angle. For this specific experiment (glycerol on PS), averaging the 
measured contact angles after R reaches 0 .36 cm (Fig 3 . I O.c) is convenient, since the 
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contact angles are e s  entia l ly constant. The drop i guaranteed to be in the advancing 
mode and the l ine tension effects wi l l  be negl igible (Duncan et a 1 . ,  1 995; Amirfazli  et 
a! . ,  1 99 ) .  veraging the measured contact angles a fter R reaches 0 .36 cm, yields a 
mean contact angle of 4 . 54°±O.50o for glycerol on P . The surface tension-time plot 
fi r thi experiment indi ates that the surface ten ion of the glycerol used keeps 
con tant with time (64 .54 mJ/m
2
) .  This prove that no dissolution of the polymer 
occurs that causes Yh to change from that of the pure l iquid. 
Figure 3 . 1 1 plots the volumes of glycerol l iquid against the contact angle 
alues and the contact ratio values of glycerol on PS. It  can be seen that the contact 
ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 0 .62 for the same range of volume 
of the glycerol drop (0.05-0.09 cm3 approximately), where the contact angle values 
stay constant at the mean value of 84.54° . 
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Fig 3. 1 1  Volu me against  contact a ngle a n d  contact rat io o f  glycerol on  PS. Th is fig u re shows that  
there i o n l) one u n i q u e  va lue  of contact ratio 
Other liquid/solid systems 
The same results can be seen in other solid-liquid systems.  Figure 3 . 1 2  plots 
the volumes of diiodomethane ( Kwok et a l . ·  1 998c) against the contact angle values 
and the contact ratio values of di iodomethane on PMMA. It  can be seen that the 
contact ratio alues remain constant at the mean value of 0 .8 1 for the same range of 
volume of the diiodomethane drop (0.02-0.05 em] approximately), where the contact 
angle values stay constant at the mean value of 4 1 . 1 8°±0.06°. 
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Fig 3. 1 2  Vol u me aga inst contact angle a n d  contact ratio of d i iodomethane  on P M M A. This 
figure shows that there is o n ly one un ique  value of  contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 1 3  plots the volumes of formam ide ( Kwok et a l . ;  1 998d) against the 
contact angle values and the contact ratio values of formam ide on PS. It can be seen 
that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 0 .65 for the same 
range of formam ide drop volume (0.06-0 . 1 4  cm3 approximately), where the contact 
angle values stay constant at the mean value of 7S .9So±0. 1 3°. 
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Fig  3. 1 3  Volu me against contact angle  a n d  contact rat io  of for ma mide on  PS.  This figu re shows 
that  there is o n ly one u n iq u e  va lue  for contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 1 4  plots the volumes of ethylene glycol ( Kwok et a 1 . ;  1 998d) against 
the contact angle values and the contact ratio values of ethylene glycol on PS .  It can 
be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 0 .84 for the 
same rang of ethylene glycol drop volume (0.04-0 . 1 0  cm) approximately), where the 
contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 6 1 .65°±O.06° . 
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Fig 3. 1 4  Vol u me again  t contact a ngle a n d  contact ratio of ethylene glycol on P . T h is figure 
h011 t hat t here i o n l) one  u n iq u e  value of contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 1 5  plot the olumes of water ( Kwok et aI., 1 998b) against the 
contact angle values and the contact ratio value of water on FC-725-coated sil icon 
\ afer. It can be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 
0.3 for the same range of volume of the waterdrop (0. 1 9-0.22 cm) approximately) 
where the contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 1 1 9.2 1 °±O .08°. 
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Fig 3. 1 5  olume against contact angle  and contact ratio of water o n  FC-72S-coated s i l icon wafer. 
Thi fig u re shows t hat there is o n ly one u n ique  value of contact rat io 
Figure 3 . 1 6  plots the volumes of formam ide ( Kwok et a1 . ;  1 998b) against the 
contact angle values and the contact ratio values of formamide on FC-725-coated 
silicon wafer. I t  can be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean 
value of 0.47 for the same range of volume of the formamide drop (0. 1 7-0. 1 9  cm3 
approximately), where the contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 
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Fig 3 . 1 6  Vol u me against  contac t  a ngle a nd contact ratio of formamide o n  FC-725-coated si l icon 
wafer. This figu re shows t h a t  t here is o n ly one u n ique  value of contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 1 7  plots the volumes of 2,2-thiodiethanol ( Kwok et a1 . ·  1 998b) 
against the contact angle values and the contact ratio values of 2,2-thiodiethanol on 
FC-725-coated si licon wafer. I t  can be seen that the contact ratio values remain 
constant at the mean value of 0 . 5 1  for the same range of volume of the 2,2-
thiodiethanol drop (0. 1 4-0. 1 6  cmJ approximately), where the contact angle values stay 
constant at the mean value of 1 00 .66°±O.Ogo. 
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Fig 3 . 1 7  Volu me against contact a ngle a nd contact ratio of  2,2-th iodiethano l  on FC-725-coated 
si l icon wafer. Th is fig u re shows that there is o n ly one u n ique va lue  of  contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 1 8  p lots the volumes of 3 -pyridylcarbinol (Kwok et aI., 1 999a) 
against the contact angle values and the contact ratio values of 3-pyridylcarbinol on 
P(MMAlEMA, 30/70) .  I t  can be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at 
the mean value of 0 .9 1 for the same range of volume of the 3 -pyridylcarbinol drop 
(0 .03-0.05 cm3 approximately), where the contact angle values stay constant at the 
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Fig 3. 1 8  Volume against contact a ngle a n d  contact ratio of 3-pyridylcarbinol on P( M M AfEMA, 
30/70). Thi  fig u re shows that  there is o n ly one u n ique va lue  of contact  ration for a system 
Figure 3 . 1 9  plots the volumes of diethylene glycol (Kwok et al . ;  1 999b) 
against the contact angle values and the contact ratio values of diethylene glycol on 
P [S-(WCM)] .  It can be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean 
value of 0 .83 for the same range of volume of the diethylene glycol drop (0.0 1 -0.03 
cm3 approximately), where the contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 
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Fig 3 . 1 9  o lume against contact ang le  a n d  contact ratio of  diethylene glycol on P [S-( H/C M ) I .  
T h i s  figu re h ows t hat there is  o n ly one  u n iq u e  v a l u e  of contact ratio 
Figure 3 . 20 plots the volumes of glycerol (Kwok et a l . ;  1 999b) against the 
contact angle values and the contact ratio values of glycerol on P [S-(H/CM)] .  I t  can 
be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 0.6 1 for the 
same range of volume of glycerol drop (0.04-0 . 1 3  cm3 approximately), where the 
contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 76.47°±0.07°. 
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Fig 3.20 Volu me against contact a ngle a n d  contact ratio of glycerol on P [S-( H/C M ) ) .  This figure 
shows that  there is o n ly one  u n ique value of contact ratio 
Figu re 3 .2 1  p lots the volumes of fonnamide (Kwok et al . ;  1 999b) against the 
contact angle values of fonnamide on P [S-(H/CM)]  and the contact ratio values. I t  can 
be seen that the contact ratio values remain constant at the mean value of 0 .65 for the 
same range of volume of the fonnamide drop (0.03-0.09 cm3 approximately), where 
the contact angle values stay constant at the mean value of 69.96°±O. 1 O° . 
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Fig 3 .2 1  Vol u me against contact a ngle and contact rat io  of for ma mide on PI -( H/CJ\I) ] .  This 
figu re sho�\S tbat tbere is o n ly one u n ique  va lue  of  contact ratio 
3. 1 .4 Concl u ding rem arks 
Contact angle and contact ratio values for the prevlOUS different system are 
summarized in  Table 3 . 1 .  I n  conclusion, if  it is considered that the contact angle 
(advance contact angle) of a specific system is  a wettabi l ity parameter of a wetting 
system, which is true because the system has only a unique value of the contact angle, 
contact ratio is also can be considered as a wettabi lity parameter of a wetting system 
because the system has only one unique alue of the contact ratio, Therefore, contact 
ratio can be presented as a new concept in measuring wettabi l ity alternative to contact 
angle, 
Referring to the contact angle problems mentioned in  the introduction of this 
chapter it is fair to say that even the factors which affect contact angle measurement, 
which may lead to a wrong value for the contact angle, also affect the measurement of 
the contact ratio. However, the contact angle greatly depends on the curvature of the 
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drop (Fig 1 .2) ,  and the lope of the tangent which i more diffi ult to get a precise 
experimental measurement than contact ratio. On the other hand, the contact ratio 
mea urements i based on mea. urement of liqu id/solid contact area which is easier to 
measurer than contact angle. Experimental ly, getting an accurate alue of contact 
angle reqU lres compl icated and expenSl e equipments. Whereas contact area 
measurement requires relatively simple and less expensive equipments. 
The relation between the contact ratio (A *) and the contact angle (8) is 
presented in Figure 3 .22 that shows the experimental contact ratio values plotted 
against the experimental contact angle for di fferent solid-liquid-air systems. The solid 
l ine in Figure 3 .22 presents the theoretical relation (Eqn.3 .6),  which was derived 
based on spherical cap approximation ( Eqn 3 .4), of the contact ratio of a system to its 
contact angle. 
This  Figure shows 1 )  Even at high value of contact angle, there is a good 
agreement between the theoretical relation ( Eqn .3 .  8 )  and the experimental and 
l iterature values 2) The relation between the contact angle and the contact ratio i s  
power law. As the contact angle decreases, the contact ratio increases and visa versa. 
3) The small deviation of the contact angle and the contact ratio values of the system, 
which have low contact angles, from the theoretical curve can be contributed for most 
l ikely to the accuracy of ADSA-P that decreases as contact angle decreases. 
Finally the contact ratio value of the system can be approximately calculated 
from the system contact angle value by using Equation 3 .8 .  
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Fig 3.22 Experimental  Contact ratio values  verses t h e  experimental Contact a ngle for d ifferent  
systems. The  so l id  cu rve represents t heoretical relation ( E q n  3.6) between the Contact ratio of  a 
ystem a n d  i ts Contact a n gl e  based on spherical cap approximation ( E q n  3.4) . •  l iqu ids  00 PS 
ol id su rface, + l iqu ids 00 PI\I M A  solid s u rface, + l iq u id s  00 P(M MAIE M A )  sol id s u rface ( Kwok, 
1 999a). 0 l iqu ids  00 Poly(p ropene-alt-N-(n-alky)malemide) ( Kwok, 1 998a), 0 l iq u ids on P [S-
(HJC M )] solid s u rface ( Kwok, 1 999c), - l iquids  on PM M A  solid su rface ( Kwok, 1 998c), 11 l iq u ids  
on  PS sol id surface ( Kwok, 1 998d), X l iquids on  FC-72S-coated s i l icon wafer ( Kwok et a l. ,  1 998b). 
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3 . 2  T h e  effect of v iscos i ty o n  t h e  ki net ics  o f  s p read i n g 
1 07 
Al l  I iquids tested exhibited spontaneous spreading rate at the start of the 
proce then pa sed through a transition zone. After transition, the droplets either 
continued to pread at a slower rate ( i .e . ,  complete spreading) or ceased to spread ( i .e . ,  
incomplete preading). PDM is recognized as exhibiting complete spreading on most 
of the surfaces. In the fol lowing study, we examine the effect of si l icon oil viscosity 
on the preading kinetics on the same type of so1id surface and on different types of 
olid surfaces. 
3.2 . 1 Thermodynamic  fra mework 
I t  is commonly theorized and experimentally val idated (Starov et al . ,  1 994; 
Chebbi and Selim, 1 997, Chebbi 2000) that viscous force, capil lary force, and van 
der Waals force control the spreading of silicon oi l  where the gravi ty and inertia 
forces are neglected. In the major part of the drop where the curvature of the surface 
is constant, the capi l lary force are important and viscous forces are negligible. In the 
vicinity of the inflexion point, viscous forces come into play, and sign i ficant changes 
of the curvature occur. In the near vicinity of the contact l ine, van der Waals forces 
become i mportant and cannot be i gnored (Chebbi ,  2000). A recent i nvestigation 
(Alteraifi and Sasa , 2003) has shown that the solid substrate plays a significant role in 
equil ibrial spreading as wel l  as the rate at which it  is achieved i . e  the intermolecular 
forces between liquid and solid surface play a role in  the spreading kinetics.  
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3.2 .2  T h e  effect of d i fferen t v i  cosit ie o f  s i l icon o i l  on  t h e  ki netics o f  
p read i n g  on t h e  same ol id su rface 
Figure 3 .23 haws the preading kinetics of si l icon oil with different 
vi cosities ( l 00 cP, 500 cP,  1 000 cP, 1 0 000 cP) on a glass solid surface. The 
spreading kinetic i presented as the contact ratio (A
'
) value of the si licon oil plotted 
against spreading time. The experimental measurements were interrupted a fter 1 200 
second for 1 00 cP, 500 cP, 1 000 cP si l icon oil and after 2400 seconds for 1 0,000 c P  
sil icon oi l .  Having the arne solid surface type (glass, PS, o r  PMMA) and the same 
l iquid surface tension (Ylv = 2 l . 5 dyne/cm for si l icon oi l )  appl ied in the same 
conditions for the vapour-liquid-solid system, while varying l iquid viscosity. Figure 
3 .23 demonstrates that the l iquid viscosity (viscous dissipation rate) is responsible for 
the d i fference spreading kinetics. In other words, the lower the l iquid viscosity, the 
faster the spreading rate. The effect of viscosity is shown on the log-log scale plot in 
F igure 3 .24. Figure 3 .24 shows that as viscosity decreases the rate of spreading 
(dA 
o
/dt) increases. Similar resul ts are presented for other solid surfaces namely, 
P MMA and PS in Figures 3 .25-3 .28 .  
To theoretical ly analyze the rate dependence on l iquid viscosity, The Tanner 
law was appl ied. The general form of the Tanner law is given by 
(3 . 1 0) 
where 
(3 . 1 1 ) 
where Rr  i s  the equilibrium contact radius, K is a non-dimensional parameter that has 
to be determined empirically and n i s  the power factor. Dividing both sides of the 
Tanner equation by the surface area of the spherical droplet before spreading (surface 
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area ( ) = 6.34 mm2 for V= 1 .5 �lL), the Tanner law can be represented in terms of 
contact ratio * ,  as follows: 
A ·  = . t il  
\\ here 
c 
(3 . 1 2  ) 
(3 . 1 3 ) 
pplying the lea t square fit (using M icrosoft Excel) for Equation 3 . 1 3  for the 
experimental data shO\\11 in Figures 3 .23,  3 .25  and 3 .27 .  The C' and n values of 
quation 3 . 1 2  are summarized in Table 3 .2 .  
The kinetics behavior characterized by Tanner's exponent, n ,  in Table 3 . 2  
uggests that for a specific system, such as sil icon o i l  on  glass, a s  the viscosity 
decreases, Tanner law exponent, n, increases. A Larger n value means a greater 
spreading rate (dA
*
/dt). Therefore, the lower the viscosity the faster the spreading. 
The same conclusion has been reported by Extrand ( 1 993) .  He reported that while 
changing the drop volume or surface made l i ttle difference to the spreading rate, 
changing the viscosity had a more profound effect, the drop with lower viscosity 
spreads much faster than one with higher viscosity. The spreading time was found 
proportional to the viscosity (Extrand 1 993) .  
Table  3 .2 :  a l u es of C *  a n d  power factor n of the  for  spread ing  of  s i l icon oi l  on  g lass, PS and  
P 1 f A  
Sol id Silicon oil  viscosity (cPoise) c* ( srn n R2 
G lass 1 00 l . 1 2  0.26 0.99 
500 0 .75 0.25 0.99 
1 000 0 .66 0 .24 0.99 
1 0,000 0.42 0 .23 0 .99 
PMl\1A 1 00 1 . 1  0 .25 0.99 
500 0.76 0.25 0.99 
1 000 0.68 0.24 0.99 
1 0,000 0.42 0 .23 0.99 
PS 1 00 1 . 2 1  0.26 0.99 
500 0 .79 0 .25 0 .99 
1 000 0.69 0.24 0.99 
1 0,000 0.42 0 .23 0 .99 
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3. 2.3 The effect o f  d iffe ren t  vi co i t ie  ' of i l icon o i l  on  the k inetic of 
p reading on d i fferen t  o l id  u rface 
In ection 3 .2 . 1 \\ e examined the effect f l l Icon 011 vi co it) on the arne 
olid surface, either on gla , P or P 1 1 . In lhi ection \ve examine the effect of 
l hcon OIl \ i cosit) n different olid surfaces. The effect of viscou force on the 
preading i compared t the effect  of other preading forces effect especially l iquid­
olid intennolecular force . 
Figure 3 . 29 ho\\ the spreading kinetics of 1 00 cP vi co ity il icon oil 
(PD 1 ) on three different olid substrate , namely soda-lime glass, PMMA, and PS. 
The preading kinetics i pre ented as the preading time against contact ratio. The 
experimental mea urements wer interrupted after 1 200 seconds for 1 00 cP, 500 cP, 
1 000 cP si l icon oils and a fter 2400 seconds for 1 0,000 cP sil icon oil .  Figure 3 .29 
how that the spreading kinetics of 1 00 cP viscosity si licon oil i significantly 
d ifferent on the three different sol id surfaces (the curves are statistical ly di fferent due 
to uncrossed error bars, which have relatively small values, 0.08-0. 1 2) during the time 
of spreading. The si l icon oil  spreads faster on P and more slowly on PMMA. The 
kinetics of spreading of i licon oil  on glass is intennediate between that on PS and on 
PMMA. This difference in spreading behavior is clearly shown in the log-log scale as 
shown in Figure 3 .30. 
A simi lar analy is in Figure 3 .3 1 for the spreading kinetics of 500 cP viscosity 
sil icon oil ( PDM ) was applied for three different solid substrates (soda-l ime glass, 
PMMA, and PS).  It is shown that the difference in spreading kinetics on the three 
solid urfaces is less than the one shown for 1 00 c P  silicon oil ,  especially for P and 
glass. The spreading remains faster on PS and slower on PMMA, while it fal ls  in 
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bct\\ccn for the gla ' s hd surfa e. gall1 the d Ifference 1 11 preadmg behaVl r 1 
ho\\ n in the I g-Iog calc pI t in of Figure 3 .32 .  
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Fig. 3.29 Kinetic of p readi n g  of 1 00 c P  i l icon oil on gla , P  a n d  P I lA olid su rfaces 
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Fig. 3.30 Kinetics of spread ing  of 1 00 c P  si l icon oi l  on glass, P a n d  P I I A  olid u rface in log-
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From the previou di cu ion the difference in spreading kll1etic of 1 00 cP 
and 500 cP I hcon i l '  on  the three olid urfaces (Figure 3 .23-3 .2 ) might be  due to 
the effect of the s l id i .e  hquid- l id intemlolecular force . Thi effect of the 'ol id 
urface on preading ha been im e tigated by Iteraifi and a a (2003) .  
The effect of the lid on the higher v iscosity liquid ( 1 ,000 cP and 1 0,000 cP 
il icon oils) are een to  be diminished. Figure 3 . 33  and 3 .35  pre ent the spreading 
kineti of 1 ,000 cP and 1 0,000 cP si l icon oi l ,  respecti ely, on the three sol id surfaces 
(s da-l ime gla , PMM , and P ) .  The spreading kinetics of both liquids are imilar 
on the three different solid surfaces. This similarity in the preading kinetics is shown 
learJy on the log-log presentation in Figures 3 .34 and 3 . 36  for 1 ,000 cP and 1 0,000 
cP i l i con oil • re pectively. 
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Fig. 3.33 Kinetic of preading of 1 000 c P  sil icon o i l  on gla s, PS and  P l\1 M A  olid u rface 
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Fig. 3.35 K inetic of spreading of 1 0,000 cP s i l icon oi l  on gla o l id u r faces 
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Therefore, the exp rimental results show that the higher the sil icon oil 
vi co ity, the higher the viscous effect in the kinetics of spreading, where the l iquid-
solid intemlOlecular force seems do not have an effect  on the kinetics of spreading. 
On the other hand for lower si licon oil viscosity, other spreading forces may play a 
ignificant role in the spreading kinetic . One of the important spreading forces that 
might cause this difference in the spreading kinetics on different solid surfaces is the 
l iquid-solid intermolecular forces. Howe er, more research works and investigations 
are needed to confirm this phenomenon. 
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3 .3 o m p a r i  o n  between t h e  e x p er i m e n t a l  d at a  a n d  nl odel  
the D iez et al .  a n d  C h e b b i  model  
The re ult · obtained b) the Diez et al ( 1 994 ) and hebbi (2000) model are 
compared with our experimental data of i l ie n ils for different \ isco itie spreading 
on a gla, urfaee In ur analysis. we used Hamaker's con tant from h bbi ( 000) 
inee the experimental re ult were obtained for a similar l iquid- olid sy tem, i .e 
i l ic ne oil  spreading on a gla surface. Figure 3 .37 presents the experimental data of 
1 00 e P  l l ieon ot! on gla compare with hebbi model (sol id l ine)  and Oiez et al .  
model da hed line) .  The '-axi in Figure 3 . 37  repre ent the dimensionle time that 
is defined by hebbi (2000) a 
T = t r 
3 f.1 V i  J 
(3 . 1 4) 
\\ here t is the preading time, � is the liquid vi co ity, cr i s  the l iquid urface tension 
and is the liquid drop volume. The y-axis in Figures 3 . 37  represents the 
dimensionles contact radius of the l iquid drop on the solid substrate, which is 
defined as 
x = � 
V i  3 
(3 . 1 5 ) 
where R is  the contact radius of the liquid drop on the solid surface. 
A simi lar analysis was carried out for 500 cP, 1 000 cP, 1 0 000 cP i l icon oils 
spreading on gla s surfa e and results are presented in Figures 3 . 38-3 .40 respectively. 
The comparison between the Chebbi and Oiez et at. models is based on the deviation 
from experimental data defined as 
. . I X model - X exp I 
Percent Oevlahon (PO) = 1 00% 
X exp 
(3 . 1 6) 
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rhe PD \\ a detemlined fI r a l l  data point for each liquid. The average value and the 
maximum f PO for each liquid are summarized in Table 3 .3  
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Fig. 3.37 E x per imental  data of 1 00 c P  i l icon o i l  compared ",Hh Chebbi  a n d  O iez et al .  model  
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Table 3.3 \\erage a n d  max i m u m percent  de\ iat ion for  the hebbi  and  Diez el aJ. model 
r i1 icon oil " i co i t)' _ Chebbi  Model  (2000) I D iez et a l .  Model ( 1 9941 Average M AX .  Average M AX. - -
50 cP 2 1  8 . 1  4.4 1 3 0 
100 cP 2 . 1  9.0 4.8 1 1 .2 
500 cP 3 . 3  1 1  4 5 .9 22 5 
1000 cP 0 . 9  4 7  5 . 1  20. 1 
_. 
10 000 cP 1 .6 5 . 3  5 . 1  1 3 .9 
1 22 
I 
Figures 3 . 37-3 .4 1 and Table 3 . 3  how that the hebbi model has a better fit 
with the experiment data than the Diez et al .  model [or all the si licon oil vi cositie . 
It can be seen from the same figures that the deviation of both models  from the 
experimental data increa e a T  decreases i .e in the range where we have large 
contact angle (first tage of spreading). This is because both models are based on a 
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inC the intr duction of Young' equation ( 1 805) .  contact angle. . has 
remained the main focu of mo t theoretical and experimental inve tigation to 
indIcate the t.lte \\ettabi l i ty of \ apour- I tquld- olid y tern . In addition. the rate of 
change m the contact angle ha been u ed a the relevant parameter of spreading 
kinetic . Howe\ er, many restri tion and d iffi ultie are associated with contact 
angle mea urements that are well recognized in the l i terature. Thi ha led to 
ina curate mea urements of contact angle and interpretation. Although it may seen 
ea y to arry out c ntact angle measurement, contact angle phenomena are 
neverthele compl icated . 
on idering that the veloci ty of  the contact l ine is the pertinent quantity, it is  
therefore reasonable to regard the change in the contact area as the flux of the process. 
In the first part of this thesis, a new measuring parameter for wettabi l i ty was 
introduced based on the l iquid/sol id contact area. This term is called "contact ratio", 
A · .  The contact ratio is  defined a the ratio between the spreading contact area of the 
l iquid over solid surface to the surface area of the spherical drop before spreading. 
The measurements of contact areas and low rate dynamic contact angles for various 
l iquicLsol id system were carried out using the AD A-P technique. Liquid drop 
volume and solid/liquid radius were also measured by ADSA-P.  Subsequently, the 
contact ratio was determined. 
In addition to the experimental results, the publ ished data show that there is a 
unique contact ratio value for a specific vapour-l iquid-solid system. Furthennore, the 
relation between the contact angle and the contact ratio is strict ly a power law 
relation. The theoretical relation between the contact ratio and the contact angle is  
based on spherical cap approximation. The results presented in th is  thesis show that 
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e\"en at high value f ntact angle, there I a good agreement between the 
the retical relation and the experimental re ult . 
Therefore It can be ..:oncluded that if the contact angle i a \\ ettabil ity 
parameter becau e of it unique value, hence the contact ratio may al 0 be con idered 
a' a \\ ettabi l it) parameter Ii r it unique value of a specific sy tem . Therefore, contact 
ratio can be presented as a new concept in mea uring wettabi l i ty al temati e to contact 
angle .  Moreover, contact ratio may provide a more precise measure of wettabil i ty than 
contact angle. In fact, e perimental ly, contact ratio is easier to mea ure and most 
probably more accurate than the contact angle. Ho\ ever further investigations for this 
ue are needed. 
The second part of this thesi inve tigated the effect of viscosity on the 
preading kinetics by studying the spreading kinetics of si l icone oil (POM ) l iquid 
\: ith various iscosities ( 1 00 cP, 500 cP 1 ,000 cP, 1 0,000 cP) on three different types 
of solid surfaces namely gla s, PMMA and P . the spreading kinetics is represented 
by measuring the rate of change of the contact ratio. The results of the study suggest 
the fol lowing. 
1 .  The lower the viscosity of the l iquid, the faster the spreading. Numerically, 
based on the modified Tanner law, the rate of spreading was characterized by 
the power factor of Tanner law, n. The values of the power factor, n, for the 
tested systems were summarized in Table 3 .2  
2 .  The higher the sil icon oil viscosity, the higher the viscous effect in the kinetics 
of spreading, where the l iquid-solid intermolecular force seems don't have 
effect on the kinetics of spreading. On the other hand, for lower si l icon oil 
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\ I co it}, other preading force might play a ignificant role in the preading 
kinetic ne of the important spreading forces that may cause thi d ifference 
in the preading kinetic un different solid surface the l iquid- olid 
intermolecular force . However further inve tigations are needed to validate 
thi phenomenon. 
3. The kinetic measurements of i l icon oils with vanous viscosities were 
compared with the theoretical model s  of Diez et al .  ( 1 994) and hebbi (2000) .  
The re u lts show that the Chebbi model fit the experimental data better than 
the Diez et al. model 
Chapter 5 
Future Work 
C h a p t e r  : F u t u r  \\ or" 1 2  
The subject f \\ cttabi l i ty had becn inten ively inve tigated during the pa t 
ccntury. Howcver, the phenomena t i l l  remain ambiguous, and many fundamental 
i sue of wettabil ity is st i l l  que ti nable and requin .. clarification We ha\ e attempt to 
addres some f the e i ue in thi the i . Ho\ e er, further im e tigation is needed to 
better under tand the concept f contact ratio. Future work may cover some of the 
foi l  \\ 109 I ue : 
1 .  xplore the effe t of different sy tern parameter affecting the contact angle 
mea urement on the contact ratio.  The e parameter include the l ine tension and 
drop ize, urface roughness and surface heterogeneity . . .  etc. Are their effect on 
the contact ratio comparable to their effect on the contact angle? 
2 .  10dify the existing theoretical models t o  consider contact ratio i n  tead of contact 
angle. 
3 .  Further inve tigation are suggested to validate the contact ratio mea urements as 
an alternative measure of wettabi l ity to contact angle. This may include the study 
of different l iquid/solid systems such as polymer liquids spreading on polymer 
solids, and other olid geometry such as powder. 
4. Further i nvestigation are suggested to val idate the effect of viscosity forces 
compare with other forces. Develop a thermodynamic model that describes the 
framework of driving and resisting forces in the spreading kinetics; and test this 
model by applying different l iquid/solid systems or specially coated solids that 
may have chemical resistance to the spreading kinetics. 
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